
Math 231 Calculus - Spring 2018
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§2.2 THE LIMIT OF A FUNCTION

§2.2 The Limit of a Function

Example. Julia’s sushi and salad buffet costs $10 per pound, but if you get
exactly one pound, your meal is free. Let y = f (x) represent the price of
your lunch in dollars as a function of its weight x in pounds.

Write an equation y = f (x) as a piecewise defined function.

Draw a graph of y = f (x).

Describe the behavior of f (x) when x is near 1 but not equal to 1.
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§2.2 THE LIMIT OF A FUNCTION

Definition. (Informal definition) For real numbers a and L, lim
x→a

f (x) = L
means
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§2.2 THE LIMIT OF A FUNCTION

Example. Describe the behavior of g(x) (graphed below) when x is near 2.

Definition. (Informal definition) For real numbers a and L,

lim
x→a−

f (x) = L means

lim
x→a+

f (x) = L means
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§2.2 THE LIMIT OF A FUNCTION

Example. Describe the behavior of y = h(x) when x is near −2 in terms of
limits.

END OF VIDEO
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§2.2 THE LIMIT OF A FUNCTION

Review. lim
x→2

f (x) = 5 means:

lim
x→3+

f (x) = 4 means:

lim
x→3−

f (x) = 1 means:

lim
x→−1+

f (x) = ∞means:
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§2.2 THE LIMIT OF A FUNCTION

Example. For the function f (x) graphed below,

Find lim
x→−1−

f (x) lim
x→−1+

f (x) lim
x→−1

f (x)

lim
x→1−

f (x) lim
x→1+

f (x) lim
x→1

f (x)

lim
x→2−

f (x) lim
x→2+

f (x) lim
x→2

f (x)

At what values of a does lim
x→a

f (x) fail to exist as a finite number?
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§2.2 THE LIMIT OF A FUNCTION

True or False. If lim
x→2

f (x) = 5 then f (2) = 5.

True or False. If f (2) = 5 then lim
x→2

f (x) = 5.

True or False. If lim
x→a+

f (x) and lim
x→a−

f (x) exist, then lim
x→a

f (x) exists.
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§2.2 THE LIMIT OF A FUNCTION

Note. Ways that limits can fail to exist as a finite number:
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§2.2 THE LIMIT OF A FUNCTION

Example. What is lim
x→0

sin
(
π
x

)
? Use a table of values for evidence.
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§2.2 THE LIMIT OF A FUNCTION

Extra Example. Sketch the graph of a function f (x) defined for −2 < x < 3
with the following properties:

1. lim
x→−2+

f (x) = 3

2. lim
x→0

f (x) = −2

3. f (0) = 4

4. lim
x→1−

f (x) = ∞

5. lim
x→1+

f (x) = 4

6. f (1) = 4

7. lim
x→3−

f (x) = 0
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§2.2 THE LIMIT OF A FUNCTION

Extra Example. Use a table of values to estimate the value of the limit.
Use a graph to confirm your result.

1. lim
x→0

sin(x)
sin(πx)

2. lim
x→3

|x − 3|
x − 3

3. lim
x→1

x + 1
x − 1
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§2.3 CALCULATING LIMITS

§2.3 Calculating Limits

After completing this section, students should be able to:

• Compute limits by plugging in x-values when possible.

• Use the limit laws to compute a limit when the limits of components
are known.

• Recognize
0
0

indeterminate forms.

• Use algebra to rewrite
0
0

indeterminate limits in forms that allow them
to be computed by plugging in x-values, when possible, including the
techniques of factoring, distributing, simplifying complex fractions,
rationalizing the numerator, and evaluating absolute values using
cases.

• Give examples of limits
0
0

in indeterminate forms that evaluate to
various finite numbers, evaluate to infinity or negative infinity, or do
not exist.
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§2.3 CALCULATING LIMITS

Example. Suppose lim
x→7

f (x) = 30 and lim
x→7

g(x) = 2. What is lim
x→7

f (x)
−3g(x)

?

Theorem. (Limit Laws) Suppose that c is a constant and the limits lim
x→a

f (x) and
lim
x→a

g(x) exist as finite numbers. Then

• lim
x→a

[ f (x) + g(x)]

• lim
x→a

[ f (x) − g(x)]

• lim
x→a

[c f (x)]

• lim
x→a

[ f (x)g(x)]

• lim
x→a

f (x)
g(x)

, provided that
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§2.3 CALCULATING LIMITS

Example. Find lim
x→2

x2 + 3x + 6
x + 9
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§2.3 CALCULATING LIMITS

The Squeeze Theorem

Example. For the function g(x) suppose that, for x-values near 1,

4
√

x ≤ g(x) ≤ 3x2
− 4x + 5

What can we say about lim
x→1

g(x)?
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§2.3 CALCULATING LIMITS

Theorem. (The Squeeze Theorem)
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§2.3 CALCULATING LIMITS

Example. Find lim
x→0

x2 sin
(1
x

)
.

END OF VIDEO
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§2.3 CALCULATING LIMITS

Question. If lim
x→7

f (x) = 4 and lim
x→7

g(x) = −8, then what is lim
x→7

( f (x))2

g(x) + 10
?

Note. The limit laws make it easy to evaluate limits like

lim
x→−2

x + 7
x2 + 1

What is the easy way to evaluate this and what is the answer?
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§2.3 CALCULATING LIMITS

Question. Which of these limits can be evaluated just by plugging in?

A. lim
x→−3+

√
x + 3

x2 + 1

B. lim
x→3

−4x
x − 3

C. lim
x→3

x2 + 2x − 15
x2 − x − 6

Note. lim
x→a

f (x)
g(x)

can usually be evaluated just by plugging in a as long as ....
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§2.3 CALCULATING LIMITS

Question. When lim
x→a

g(x) = 0, how can we find lim
x→a

f (x)
g(x)

?
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§2.3 CALCULATING LIMITS

Example. Use algebra to find the following limits. If the limit DNE as a
finite number, decide if it is∞, −∞, or just DNE.

1. lim
x→3

x2 + 2x − 15
x2 − x − 6

2. lim
z→0

(5 − z)2
− 25

z

3. lim
r→0

1
r+3 −

1
3

r

4. lim
x→1

√
x + 3 − 2
x − 1

5. lim
x→−5

2x + 10
|x + 5|
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§2.3 CALCULATING LIMITS

1. lim
x→3

x2 + 2x − 15
x2 − x − 6
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§2.3 CALCULATING LIMITS

2. lim
z→0

(5 − z)2
− 25

z
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§2.3 CALCULATING LIMITS

3. lim
r→0

1
r+3 −

1
3

r
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§2.3 CALCULATING LIMITS

4. lim
x→1

√
x + 3 − 2
x − 1
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§2.3 CALCULATING LIMITS

5. lim
x→−5

2x + 10
|x + 5|
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§2.3 CALCULATING LIMITS

1. lim
x→3

x2 + 2x − 15
x2 − x − 6

2. lim
z→0

(5 − z)2
− 25

z

3. lim
r→0

1
r+3 −

1
3

r

4. lim
x→1

√
x + 3 − 2
x − 1

5. lim
x→−5

2x + 10
|x + 5|

Question. Do all 0
0 limits exist?
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§2.3 CALCULATING LIMITS

Note. If lim
x→a

f (x) = 0 and lim
x→a

g(x) = 0 then lim
x→a

f (x)
g(x)

COULD BE ...
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§2.3 CALCULATING LIMITS

Question. True or False: If f (x) ≤ g(x) ≤ h(x) near x = 3 and lim
x→3

f (x) exists

and lim
x→3

h(x) exists, then lim
x→3

g(x) exists.

Question. True or False: If f (x) ≤ g(x) ≤ h(x) near x = 3 and lim
x→3

f (x) and

lim
x→3

h(x) both exist and are equal to each other, then lim
x→3

g(x) exists.
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§2.3 CALCULATING LIMITS

Example. Suppose

t2 + t − 6
t + 3

≤
f (t)
2t
≤

t2 + 3t − 1
t + 2

Find lim
t→−1

f (t), if possible.
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§2.4 INFINITE LIMITS

§2.4 Infinite Limits

NOTE: THERE IS A SUPER HARD HWK ABOUT
x − 1

x(2/3) − 1
and horizon-

tal and vertical asymptotes that needs to be replaced.

After completing this section, students should be able to:

• Explain the relationship between infinite limits and vertical asymp-
totes.

• Use logical reasoning about positive and negative numbers and large

and small numbers to compute the limit of a ratio
f (x)
g(x)

when the limit

of the numerator is not zero and the limit of the denominator is zero.
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§2.4 INFINITE LIMITS

Note. The Limit Law about quotients tells us that

lim
x→a

f (x)
g(x)

=
limx→a f (x)
limx→a g(x)

provided that ...

Question. What if lim
x→a

g(x) = 0?
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§2.4 INFINITE LIMITS

Example. Find lim
x→3

−4x
x − 3
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§2.4 INFINITE LIMITS

Example. Find lim
x→−4

5x
|x + 4|

END OF VIDEO
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§2.4 INFINITE LIMITS

In the next two sections, we will be considering two types of limits:

limits OF infinity and limits AT infinity.

A limit OF infinity (or an infinite limit) means...

A limit AT infinity means ...

Example. In the figure, what is

A. lim
x→−1+

f (x)?

B. lim
x→−1−

f (x)?

C. lim
x→−∞

f (x)?

D. lim
x→∞

f (x)?
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§2.4 INFINITE LIMITS

Question. If lim
x→a+

f (x) = ∞, then ...

A. the graph of y = f (x) has a horizontal asymptote at y = a

B. the graph of y = f (x) has a vertical asymptote at x = a

C. Neither of these are necessarily true.

Question. If lim
x→∞

f (x) = a, then ...

A. the graph of y = f (x) has a horizontal asymptote at y = a

B. the graph of y = f (x) has a vertical asymptote at x = a

C. Neither of these are necessarily true.

Question. What is the relationship between asymptotes and limits?
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§2.4 INFINITE LIMITS

Example. Find lim
x→6

x + 2
x − 6
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§2.4 INFINITE LIMITS

Example. Find lim
x→−5

2x − x2

(x + 5)2
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§2.4 INFINITE LIMITS

Question. If lim
x→a

f (x) = −3 and lim
x→a

g(x) = 0, what COULD lim
x→a

f (x)
g(x)

equal?

What COULD lim
x→a

f (x)
(g(x))2 equal?

Question. If lim
x→a

f (x) = 0 and lim
x→a

g(x) = 0, what COULD lim
x→a

f (x)
g(x)

equal?
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S2.5 LIMITS AT INFINITY

S2.5 Limits at Infinity

After completing this section, students should be able to:

• Explain the relationship between limits at infinity and horizontal
asymptotes.

• Compute limits at infinity for ratios of polynomials by factoring out
the highest powers of x in the numerator and in the denominator.

• Compute the limits at infinity for ratios of polynomials by comparing
the degrees of the polynomials.

• Compute the limits at infinity for ratios of expressions involving the
square roots of polynomials.
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S2.5 LIMITS AT INFINITY

Example. What happens to f (x) as x goes through larger and larger posi-
tive numbers? Larger and larger negative numbers?
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S2.5 LIMITS AT INFINITY

Example. For the functions g(x) and h(x) drawn below, what are the limits
at infinity?
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S2.5 LIMITS AT INFINITY

Example. What are lim
x→∞

1
x

and lim
x→−∞

1
x

?

Example. What are lim
x→∞

1
x3 and lim

x→∞

1
√

x
?

Note. lim
x→∞

1
xr = 0 whenever ....

END OF VIDEO
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S2.5 LIMITS AT INFINITY

Question. If lim
x→∞

f (x) = a, then ...

A. the graph of y = f (x) has a horizontal asymptote at y = a

B. the graph of y = f (x) has a vertical asymptote at x = a

C. Neither of these are necessarily true.

Question. If lim
x→a+

f (x) = −∞, then ...

A. the graph of y = f (x) has a horizontal asymptote at y = a

B. the graph of y = f (x) has a vertical asymptote at x = a

C. Neither of these are necessarily true.

Question. What is the relationship between asymptotes and limits?
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S2.5 LIMITS AT INFINITY

Example. Evaluate lim
x→∞

5x2
− 4x

2x3 − 11x2 + 12x
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S2.5 LIMITS AT INFINITY

Example. Find lim
x→−∞

3x3 + 6x2 + 10x + 2
2x3 + x2 + 5
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S2.5 LIMITS AT INFINITY

Example. Find lim
x→−∞

x4
− 3x2 + 6

−5x2 + x + 2
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S2.5 LIMITS AT INFINITY

Recap:

lim
x→∞

5x2
− 4x

2x3 − 11x2 + 12x

lim
x→−∞

3x3 + 6x2 + 10x + 2
2x3 + x2 + 5

lim
x→−∞

x4
− 3x2 + 6

−5x2 + x + 2
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S2.5 LIMITS AT INFINITY

Question. What can we say about limits for rational expressions? (A
rational expression is a ...

1. If the degree of f (x) is less than the degree of g(x), then limx→∞
f (x)
g(x)...

2. f the degree of f (x) is greater than the degree of g(x), then limx→∞
f (x)
g(x) ...

3. If the degree of f (x) is equal to the degree of g(x), then limx→∞
f (x)
g(x) ...
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S2.5 LIMITS AT INFINITY

Example. Find lim
x→−∞

−2x3 + 11x2 + 12x

Example. Find lim
x→−∞

sin2(x)
x3
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S2.5 LIMITS AT INFINITY

Question. What are the horizontal and vertical asymptotes of f (x) = 1−4x2

2x2+x?

Question. True or False: A function can have at most one horizontal
asymptote.
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S2.5 LIMITS AT INFINITY

Example. Find

lim
x→−∞

√

13x2 − 3x + 2
5x + 6

and lim
x→∞

√

13x2 − 3x + 2
5x + 6
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§2.6 CONTINUITY

§2.6 Continuity

After completing this section, students should be able to:

• State the limit definition of continuity.

• Use a graph to determine where a function is discontinuous and why.

• Define continuous from the left and from the right.

• Find intervals on which a function is continuous based on a graph or
an equation.

• For a piecewise defined function, determine if the function is continu-
ous on ”transition” x-values, that is, the x-values that are the endpoints
of intervals where it defined by different formulas.

• For a piecewise defined function defined in terms of a parameter,
determine values of the parameter that will make the function contin-
uous, if possible.

• Based on a graph or an equation, determine if a function has a re-
movable discontinuity at a given x-value, and if so, what value the
function could be given at that point to make it continuous.
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§2.6 CONTINUITY

• State the Intermediate Value Theorem.

• Use the Intermediate Value Theorem to prove that an equation has a
solution in a given interval.
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§2.6 CONTINUITY

Definition. (Informal Definition) A function f (x) is continuous if

Question. What are some ways that a function can fail to be continuous?
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§2.6 CONTINUITY

Definition. A function f (x) is continuous at a number a if

1.

2.

3.
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§2.6 CONTINUITY

Example. What are all the places where f is not continuous, and why?
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§2.6 CONTINUITY

Example. Consider the function f (x) at x = −2 and at x = 1.

Definition. A function f (x) is continuous from the left at x = a if

A function f (x) is continuous from the right at x = a if

END OF VIDEO
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§2.6 CONTINUITY

Review. We say that a function f (x) is continuous at x = a if ...

At what points is f discontinuous, and why?
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§2.6 CONTINUITY

1. At what points is f continuous from the right but not continuous?

2. At what points is f continuous from the left but not continuous?

Question. If f (x) is continuous from the left and from the right at x = a, is
it continuous at x = a?
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§2.6 CONTINUITY

Example. Consider the function defined as follows, where a and b are
unknown constants.

f (x) =


ax2 if x < −2
bx +

√
x + 3 if − 2 ≤ x ≤ 1

4 + ax if 1 < x

What values of a and b will make f continuous?
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§2.6 CONTINUITY

Definition. We say that a function f (x) is continuous on the interval (b, c)
if

We say that f (x) is continuous on an interval [b, c] if
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§2.6 CONTINUITY

Example. On what intervals is g(x) continuous?
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§2.6 CONTINUITY

Question. What kinds of functions are continuous everywhere?

Question. What kinds of functions are continuous on their domains?
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§2.6 CONTINUITY

Question. What kinds of functions are NOT continuous on all of their
domains?
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§2.6 CONTINUITY

Example. For what real numbers is f (x) = ln
(

cos2(x)
x

)
discontinuous?
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§2.6 CONTINUITY

Example. Find lim
x→0

cos(x).

Example. Find lim
x→2

cos
(
(x2
− 4)π

12x − 24

)
.

Note. If f (x) is continuous, them lim
x→a

f (g(x)) =
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§2.6 CONTINUITY

Question. True or False: If f (x) is continuous on [0, 4] and f (0) = 5 and
f (4) = 1, then f (a) =

√
2 for some number a.

Theorem. (Intermediate Value Theorem)
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§2.6 CONTINUITY

Example. Prove that the polynomial

p(x) = 5x4
− 3x3

− 12x − 25

has a real root.
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§2.6 CONTINUITY

Question. Are there two points on exactly opposite sides of the earth that
at this moment have the exact same temperature?
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S3.1 INTRODUCTION TO DERIVATIVES

S3.1 Introduction to Derivatives

After completing this section, students should be able to:

• State the limit definition of derivative in two different forms.

• Use the limit definition of derivative to compute the slope and the
equation of a tangent line.

• Explain the relationship between secant lines and tangent lines.

• Explain the relationship between average rate of change and instan-
taneous rate of change.

• Explain how derivatives are related to tangent lines.

• Given a limit expression, identify it as the definition of a derivative of
a function at a point, and identify which function and which point.
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S3.1 INTRODUCTION TO DERIVATIVES

Secant Lines and Tangent Lines

Find the slope of the tangent line.
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S3.1 INTRODUCTION TO DERIVATIVES

In general, to find the slope of the tangent line for a function y = f (x) at
the point (a, f (a)), we can take a limit of slopes of secant lines.

The slope of a secant line through (a, f (a)) and (x, f (x)) is:

The slope of the tangent line at (a, f (a)) is:
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S3.1 INTRODUCTION TO DERIVATIVES

An alternate expression for the slope of the tangent line at (a, f (a)) is:

Definition. The derivative a function y = f (x) at an x-value a is:

OR
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S3.1 INTRODUCTION TO DERIVATIVES

Example. The following expressions represent the derivative of some
function at some value a. For each example, find the function and the
value of a.

1. lim
x→−1

(x + 5)2
− 16

x + 1

2. lim
h→0

32+h
− 9

h

END OF VIDEO
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S3.1 INTRODUCTION TO DERIVATIVES

Review. The derivative of a function f (x) at x = a, is defined as the
slope of the , which is the limit of the
slopes of .

The slope of a secant line through (a, f (a)) and (x, f (x)) is:

An alternate expression for the slope of this secant line is:
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S3.1 INTRODUCTION TO DERIVATIVES

The slope of the tangent line at (a, f (a)) is:

OR
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S3.1 INTRODUCTION TO DERIVATIVES

Example. (a) Write out the limit definition of the derivative of f (x) =
1

√
3 − x

at a = −1.

(b) Calculate the derivative of f (x) =
1

√
3 − x

at a = −1.
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S3.1 INTRODUCTION TO DERIVATIVES

(c) Find the equation of the tangent line to f (x) =
1

√
3 − x

at the point

with x-value -1.
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S3.1 INTRODUCTION TO DERIVATIVES

Example. (a) Find the derivative of y = x2
− 3x at a = 2.
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S3.1 INTRODUCTION TO DERIVATIVES

(b) Find the derivative of y = x2
− 3x at an arbitrary value x = a.
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S3.1 INTRODUCTION TO DERIVATIVES

(c) Find the equation of the tangent line to y = x2
− 3x at a point with

x-value of 5.
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S3.1 INTRODUCTION TO DERIVATIVES

Example. This expression represents the derivative of what function
at which value of a?

lim
x→3

√
12x − 6
x − 3

Example. This expression represents the derivative of what function
at which value of a?

lim
h→0

tan(3π
4 + h) + 1

h
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S3.1 INTRODUCTION TO DERIVATIVES

Derivatives and Rates of Change
Example. The graph of y = f (x) represents my distance from campus on
a bike ride heading due north.

• Interpret the slope of secant line through the points (3, f (3)) and
(4, f (4)).

• Interpret the slope of the tangent line at x = 3 .
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S3.1 INTRODUCTION TO DERIVATIVES

Extra Example. Suppose f (x) represents the temperature of your coffee in
degrees Fahrenheit as a function of time in minutes x since you’ve set it
on the counter. Interpret the following equations and give the units.

1. f (0) = 140

2. f (10) − f (0) = −20

3.
f (10) − f (0)

10
= −2

4. f ′(15) = −0.5
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S3.1 INTRODUCTION TO DERIVATIVES

Summary: Organize the following list of expressions by putting

• terms related to average rate of change on the left

• terms related to instantaneous rate of change on the right

slope of tangent line slope of secant line
f (x) − f (a)

x − a
average velocity instantaneous velocity lim

x→a

f (x) − f (a)
x − a

derivative

Average Rate of Change Instantaneous Rate of Change
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§3.2 WORKING WITH DERIVATIVES

§3.2 Working with Derivatives

After completing this section, students should be able to:

• Use a graph of a function to determine when the derivative will be
positive, negative, 0, and undefined.

• Sketch the graph of the derivative of a function based on the graph of
the function.

• Explain the relationship between a function being continuous at a
point and the function being differentiable at the point.
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§3.2 WORKING WITH DERIVATIVES

Example. The height of an alien spaceship above the earth’s surface is
graphed below. Graph the rate of change of the height as a function of
time.
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§3.2 WORKING WITH DERIVATIVES

Extra Example. The graph of y = f (x) is shown below. Sketch f ′(x).
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§3.2 WORKING WITH DERIVATIVES

Note. Ways that a derivative can fail to exist at x = a.
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§3.2 WORKING WITH DERIVATIVES

Definition. A function is differentiable at x = a if ...

Definition. A function is differentiable on an open interval (b, c) if ...

Theorem. If f (x) is not continuous at x = a, then ...

If f (x) is differentiable at x = a, then ...

If f (x) is continuous at x = a,
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§3.3 RULES OF DIFFERENTIATION

§3.3 Rules of Differentiation

After completing this section, students should be able to:

• Explain why the derivative of a constant function is 0.

• Compute the derivative of a sum or difference of functions from the
derivative of each function.

• Compute the derivative of a constant multiple of a function from the
derivative of the function.

• Use the power rule to compute the derivative of powers of x such as
f (x) = x7.

• Compute the derivative of f (x) = ex.

• Explain what a second derivative is and recognize different notations
for second derivatives and higher order derivatives.
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§3.3 RULES OF DIFFERENTIATION

1. Derivative of a constant

2. Derivative of f (x) = x
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§3.3 RULES OF DIFFERENTIATION

3. Power Rule

Example. Find the derivatives of these functions:

1. y = x15

2. f (x) = 3√x

3. g(x) = 1
x3.7
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§3.3 RULES OF DIFFERENTIATION

4. Derivative of a constant multiple

Example. Find the derivative of f (x) = 5x3.
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§3.3 RULES OF DIFFERENTIATION

5. Derivative of a sum

6. Derivative of a difference

Example. Find the derivative of y = 7x3
− 5x2 + 4x − 2.

END OF VIDEO
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§3.3 RULES OF DIFFERENTIATION

Question. Which of the following is NOT a correct derivative rule? (c
represents a constant)

A. d
dxc = 0

B. d
dxc f (x) = c d

dx f (x)

C. d
dx

(
f (x) + g(x)

)
= d

dx f (x) + d
dx g(x)

D. d
dx

(
f (x) · g(x)

)
= d

dx f (x) · d
dx g(x)

E. d
dxxc = cxc−1
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§3.3 RULES OF DIFFERENTIATION

Example. Calculate the derivative: y =
√

x +
√
π

Example. Calculate the derivative: g(t) = 4t2 +
1

4t2
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§3.3 RULES OF DIFFERENTIATION

Example. Find the slope of the tangent line to y = 3x2
−2x
√

x
at x = 1

4.
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§3.3 RULES OF DIFFERENTIATION

Example. At what x-values is the tangent line of this graph horizontal?

y = x3(x2
− 10x − 15)
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§3.3 RULES OF DIFFERENTIATION

Higher Order Derivatives:
Definition. The second derivative of f (x) is ...
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§3.3 RULES OF DIFFERENTIATION

Extra Example. Find f (100)(1) if f (x) = (x2 + 7x + 9)5.
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§3.3 RULES OF DIFFERENTIATION

The Marvelous Number e

y = ex
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§3.3 RULES OF DIFFERENTIATION

Three facts about e.

1.

2.

3.
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§3.3 RULES OF DIFFERENTIATION

Another fact about e.

4.
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§3.3 RULES OF DIFFERENTIATION

Example. Find the derivative of g(x) = ex2 + 2ex + xe2 + xe2
.

Extra Example. Find the derivative of y = e3.
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§3.3 RULES OF DIFFERENTIATION

Note. For a constant c,
d

dx
(c) = 0.

Proof. .

Note.
d

dx
(x) = 1.

Proof. .
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§3.3 RULES OF DIFFERENTIATION

Theorem. (The Power Rule)
d
dx

(xn) = nxn−1

Proof. (Proof for n a positive integer only).
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§3.3 RULES OF DIFFERENTIATION

Theorem. (Constant Multiple Rule) If c is a constant, and f is a differentiable
function, then

d
dx

[c f (x)] = c
d

dx
f (x)

Proof. .
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§3.3 RULES OF DIFFERENTIATION

Theorem. (Sum Rule) If f and g are differentiable functions, then

d
dx

[ f (x) + g(x)] =
d
dx

f (x) +
d

dx
g(x)

Proof. .
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§3.3 RULES OF DIFFERENTIATION

Theorem. (Difference Rule) If f and g are differentiable functions, then

d
dx

[ f (x) − g(x)] =
d
dx

f (x) −
d

dx
g(x)

Proof. .
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§3.4 THE PRODUCT RULE AND THE QUOTIENT RULE

§3.4 The Product Rule and the Quotient Rule

After completing this section, students should be able to:

• Use the product rule to compute the derivative of the product of
functions from the derivatives of the functions.

• Use the quotient rule to compute the derivative of the quotient of
functions from the derivatives of the functions.

• Use the product rule, quotient rule, and other rules repeatedly within
the calculation of a derivative of a function.

• Compute the derivative of a function of the form f (x) = ekx, where k
is a number.
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§3.4 THE PRODUCT RULE AND THE QUOTIENT RULE

Recall Sum and Difference Rules: If f and g are differentiable functions,
then
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§3.4 THE PRODUCT RULE AND THE QUOTIENT RULE

The Product Rule If f and g are differentiable functions, then

d
dx

[
f (x)g(x)

]
=

Example. Find
(
πt
√

t et
)′
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§3.4 THE PRODUCT RULE AND THE QUOTIENT RULE

The Quotient Rule If f and g are differentiable functions, then

d
dx

(
f (x)
g(x)

)
=
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§3.4 THE PRODUCT RULE AND THE QUOTIENT RULE

Example. Find
d
dz

(
z2

z3 + 1

)

END OF VIDEO
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§3.4 THE PRODUCT RULE AND THE QUOTIENT RULE

Review. Product Rule:

( f g)′ =

Quotient Rule:(
f
g

)′
=
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§3.4 THE PRODUCT RULE AND THE QUOTIENT RULE

Example. Find f ′(t) and f ′′(t) if f (t) = (t2
− 1)et.
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§3.4 THE PRODUCT RULE AND THE QUOTIENT RULE

Example. If f (9) = 6 and f ′(9) = 2, find
d

dx

(
4
√

x
f (x)

)
at x = 9.
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§3.4 THE PRODUCT RULE AND THE QUOTIENT RULE

Extra Example. Find f ′(z) for f (z) =

(
az + b
cz + d

)
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§3.4 THE PRODUCT RULE AND THE QUOTIENT RULE

Example. Find
( xex

x2 + πex

)′
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§3.4 THE PRODUCT RULE AND THE QUOTIENT RULE

Example. What rule(s) should you use to take the derivative of f (x) =
x2

5
?

A. power rule

B. product rule

C. quotient rule

D. constant multiple rule
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§3.4 THE PRODUCT RULE AND THE QUOTIENT RULE

Example. 1. Use the product rule to find the derivative of y = e2x

2. Find the derivative of y = e3x

3. Guess the derivative of y = e17x
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§3.4 THE PRODUCT RULE AND THE QUOTIENT RULE

Note. If f (x) = ekx, where k is a constant, then f ′(x) = ...
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§3.4 THE PRODUCT RULE AND THE QUOTIENT RULE

Extra Example. In 2010, UNC’s out-of-state undergraduate population
was growing while its in-state population was shrinking, at the rates
shown below. Tuition and fees were growing for both populations. At
what rate was the total income from undergraduate tuition and fees chang-
ing in 2010?

Population Students Rate of change Tuition Rate of change
(# students / year) and fees ($) ($ / year)

In-state
undergrads 14,550 -90 6,670 690
Out-of-state
undergrads 3,390 210 25,280 1660

Data from UNC’s Data Dashboard http://northcarolina.edu/content/unc-data-dashboard and from collegefactual.com .
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§3.4 THE PRODUCT RULE AND THE QUOTIENT RULE

Proofs

The Product Rule If f and g are differentiable functions, then

d
dx

[ f (x)g(x)] = f (x)
d

dx
[
g(x)

]
+

d
dx

[
f (x)

]
g(x)
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§3.4 THE PRODUCT RULE AND THE QUOTIENT RULE

The Reciprocal Rule If f is a differentiable function, then

d
dx

(
1

f (x)

)
= −

d
dx

(
f (x)

)(
f (x)

)2
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§3.4 THE PRODUCT RULE AND THE QUOTIENT RULE

The Quotient Rule If f and g are differentiable functions, then

d
dx

(
f (x)
g(x)

)
=

g(x) d
dx

[
f (x)

]
− f (x) d

dx
[
g(x)

](
g(x)

)2
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§3.5 LIMITS AND DERIVATIVES OF TRIG FUNCTIONS

§3.5 Limits and Derivatives of Trig Functions

Special Limit #1: lim
θ→0

sinθ
θ

Special Limit #2: lim
θ→0

cosθ − 1
θ

Example. Estimate sin 0.01769 without a calculator.
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§3.5 LIMITS AND DERIVATIVES OF TRIG FUNCTIONS

Example. Find lim
x→0

sin(2x)
2x

.
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§3.5 LIMITS AND DERIVATIVES OF TRIG FUNCTIONS

Example. Find lim
x→0

sin(4x)
sin(6x)

.
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§3.5 LIMITS AND DERIVATIVES OF TRIG FUNCTIONS

Example. Find lim
x→0

tan 7x
sin 4x

.

END OF VIDEO
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§3.5 LIMITS AND DERIVATIVES OF TRIG FUNCTIONS

Question. Without using a calculator, what is the best approximation for
sin(0.0053279) (where the angle is given in radians)?

1. 0

2. 1

3. 0.0053279

4. 0.00001
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§3.5 LIMITS AND DERIVATIVES OF TRIG FUNCTIONS

Question. Which of the following are true? (Check all that apply.)

A. lim
θ→0

sin(θ)
θ

= 0

B. lim
t→0

cos(t) − 1
t

= 0

C. lim
θ→0

tan(θ)
θ

= 1

Example. Find lim
θ→π/2

cos(θ − π/2) − 1
θ − π/2
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§3.5 LIMITS AND DERIVATIVES OF TRIG FUNCTIONS

Example. Find lim
x→∞

x sin (1/x))

Question. Find lim
x→0

sin(7x)
sin(2x)
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§3.5 LIMITS AND DERIVATIVES OF TRIG FUNCTIONS

d
dx

(sin x) =
d

dx
(cos x) =
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§3.5 LIMITS AND DERIVATIVES OF TRIG FUNCTIONS

Example. Find
d

dx
(tan x).
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§3.5 LIMITS AND DERIVATIVES OF TRIG FUNCTIONS

Example. Find
d

dx
(sec x).
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§3.5 LIMITS AND DERIVATIVES OF TRIG FUNCTIONS

Example. Find Find
d

dx
(cot x) and

d
dx

(csc x).
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§3.5 LIMITS AND DERIVATIVES OF TRIG FUNCTIONS

Summary

d
dx

sin x =
d

dx
cos x =

d
dx

tan x =
d

dx
cot x =

d
dx

sec x =
d

dx
csc x =
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§3.5 LIMITS AND DERIVATIVES OF TRIG FUNCTIONS

Example. For g(x) =

(
x cos(x)

M + cot(x)

)
, find g′(x).
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§3.5 LIMITS AND DERIVATIVES OF TRIG FUNCTIONS

Proofs

Proof that lim
θ→0

sinθ
θ

= 1
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§3.5 LIMITS AND DERIVATIVES OF TRIG FUNCTIONS

Proof that lim
θ→0

cosθ − 1
θ

= 0
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§3.5 LIMITS AND DERIVATIVES OF TRIG FUNCTIONS

Proof that
d

dx
(sin x) = cos x
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§3.5 LIMITS AND DERIVATIVES OF TRIG FUNCTIONS

Proof that
d

dx
(cos x) = − sin x
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§3.6 DERIVATIVES AND RATES OF CHANGE

§3.6 Derivatives and Rates of Change

After completing this section, students should be able to:

• Explain the relationship between position, velocity, and acceleration
in the language of derivatives.

• Given unidentified graphs of position, velocity, identify which is
which.

• Explain the difference between velocity and speed.

• Based on a graph of either position or velocity or a particle, or a table of
values, or a formula for a function for position or velocity, determine
whether the particle has positive or negative velocity, has positive or
negative acceleration, is speeding up or slowing down,

• Use a formula or graph for total cost of production to find and interpret
marginal cost.
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§3.6 DERIVATIVES AND RATES OF CHANGE

Example. A particle moves up and down along a straight line. Its position

in mm at time t seconds is given by the equation s(t) = t4
−

16
3

t3 + 6t2 .

Find s′(t) and s′′(t). What do they represent?
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§3.6 DERIVATIVES AND RATES OF CHANGE

Example. Use the table of values to describe the particle’s motion at time
1.5 seconds and at time 2.5 seconds.

t s(t) s′(t) s′′(t)
1.5 0.5625 −4.5 −9
2.5 −6.77 −7.5 7
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§3.6 DERIVATIVES AND RATES OF CHANGE

Example. A particle moves up and down along a straight line. Its position

in mm at time t seconds is given by the equation s(t) = t4
−

16
3

t3 + 6t2 .

1. When is the particle at rest?

2. When is the particle moving up?
moving down?

3. When is the particle speeding up? slowing down?
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§3.6 DERIVATIVES AND RATES OF CHANGE

Example. A particle moves up and down along a straight line. Its position

in mm at time t seconds is given by the equation s(t) = t4
−

16
3

t3 + 6t2 .

1. What is the net change in position for the particle between 1 and 4
seconds?

2. What is the total distance traveled by the particle between 1 and 4
seconds?

END OF VIDEO
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§3.6 DERIVATIVES AND RATES OF CHANGE

Example. Suppose s(t) represents the height of a mosquito above your
head in cm. Suppose s′(t) < 0. Which of the following must be true?

A. The mosquito is below the top of your head.

B. The velocity of the mosquito is negative.

C. The mosquito is moving down.

D. The height of the mosquito is decreasing.

E. The acceleration of the mosquito is negative.

F. The velocity of the mosquito is decreasing.

G. The force on the mosquito is in the downwards direction.
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§3.6 DERIVATIVES AND RATES OF CHANGE

Example. Suppose s(t) represents the height of a mosquito above your
head in cm. Suppose s′′(t) < 0. Which of the following must be true?

A. The mosquito is below the top of your head.

B. The velocity of the mosquito is negative.

C. The mosquito is moving down.

D. The height of the mosquito is decreasing.

E. The acceleration of the mosquito is negative.

F. The velocity of the mosquito is decreasing..

G. The force on the mosquito is in the downwards direction.

H. The mosquito is slowing down.
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§3.6 DERIVATIVES AND RATES OF CHANGE

Example. s(t) represents the position of a squirrel that is running left and
right along a telephone wire that crosses over a street. s(t) is the number of
feet to the right of the center of the street and t is time in seconds. Which
of the following are true about the motion of the squirrel at time t = 1?
t = 2? t = 3?

t s(t) s′(t) s′′(t)
1 -2.5 0.2 4.2
2 1.5 0.5 -5.6
3 -2.2 -1.0 35.6

A. The squirrel is to the right of the center of the street.

B. The squirrel is moving right.

C. The squirrel’s velocity is increasing.

D. The squirrel is speeding up.
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§3.6 DERIVATIVES AND RATES OF CHANGE

Example. Below is a graph of the squirrel’s position s(t). As before, s(t) is
the number of feet to the right of the center of the street and t is time in
seconds. When is the squirrel to the right of center? When is the squirrel’s
velocity positive? When is the squirrel’s velocity increasing? When is the
squirrel speeding up?
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§3.6 DERIVATIVES AND RATES OF CHANGE

Example. A feather is moving up and down. Its height in meters above
the ground is given by the equation

f (t) = 10te−t/2

where t represents seconds and 0 ≤ t ≤ 8.

1. When is the feather at rest?

2. When is the feather moving upwards?
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§3.6 DERIVATIVES AND RATES OF CHANGE

3. What is the maximum height reached by the feather?

4. When does the feather have positive acceleration?

5. When is the feather speeding up?
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§3.6 DERIVATIVES AND RATES OF CHANGE

Example. Let C(x) be the total cost of producing x tie-dyed T-shirts.
C(x) is called: C′(x) is called:

Is C(x) an increasing or decreasing function?

Is C′(x) increasing or decreasing?

Interpret the following:

1. C(204) − C(200)

2.
C(204) − C(200)

4

3. C′(200)
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§3.6 DERIVATIVES AND RATES OF CHANGE

Extra Example. Suppose the cost for producing x iPads is given by C(x) =

500 + 300
√

x.

1. Find and interpret C(401) − C(400).

2. Find and interpret C′(400).
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§3.7 THE CHAIN RULE

§3.7 The Chain Rule

After completing this section, students should be able to:

• Identify ”inner” and ”outer” functions in a composition of functions.

• State the chain rule in two different notations.

• Use the chain rule to calculate the derivatives of functions that are
compositions, from the equation for the funtion.

• Use the chain rule to calculate derivatives of functions that are com-
positions, based on tables of values or other data.
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§3.7 THE CHAIN RULE

Compositions of Functions

f ◦ g(x) =

Example. Write the following functions as a composition of functions:

1. h(x) =
√

sin(x)

2. k(x) = 5(tan x + sec x)3

3. r(x) = esin(x2)
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§3.7 THE CHAIN RULE

The Chain Rule If g is differentiable at x and f is differentiable at g(x),
then f ◦ g is differentiable at x and

( f ◦ g)′(x) =
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§3.7 THE CHAIN RULE

Example. Find the derivative of h(x) =
√

sin(x).
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§3.7 THE CHAIN RULE

Example. Find the derivative of k(x) = 5(tan x + sec x)3
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§3.7 THE CHAIN RULE

Example. Find the derivative of r(x) = esin(x2)

END OF VIDEO
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§3.7 THE CHAIN RULE

Review. Chain Rule:

( f ◦ g)′(x) = f ′(g(x)) · g′(x)

dy
dx

=
dy
du
·

du
dx

Example. Using the following table of values, find
d

dx
( f ◦ g)

∣∣∣∣∣
x=1

x f (x) g(x) f ′(x) g′(x)
1 3 2 9 -5
2 4 5 10 -3
3 1 3 2 -1
4 0 2 6 0
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§3.7 THE CHAIN RULE

Example. Find y′ for y = (1 + 3x4)10. Also find y′′.
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§3.7 THE CHAIN RULE

Example. Find dy
dt for y = cos4(3t).
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§3.7 THE CHAIN RULE

Example. Find the derivative of f (x) = cos
(√

sin(tan(πx))
)
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§3.7 THE CHAIN RULE

Example. g(x) = (2rerx + n)p. Find dg
dx .
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§3.7 THE CHAIN RULE

Example. Suppose that at 10 AM one day, shirts are being produced in
your factory at the rate of 36 shirts per hour, and they can be sold to
distributors for $4 per shirt. If M represents the total amount of money
earned from shirt sales to distributors, at what rate is M increasing with
respect to time at 10AM?
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§3.7 THE CHAIN RULE

Extra Example. The temperature in a certain wire is not the same at all
points. At x cm from the left end, the temperature is x2 degrees Celsius.
A bug crawls along the wire at a rate of 2 cm per minute. How fast is the
temperature increasing per minute for the bug when the bug is 3 cm from
the cool end?
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§3.7 THE CHAIN RULE

Extra Example. If f (3) = 5, f ′(3) = −2, f (9) = 4, f ′(9) = 7, find

1. g′(3), where g(x) = ( f (x))2.

2. h′(3), where h(x) = f (x2).
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§3.7 THE CHAIN RULE

Justification of the Chain Rule If g is differentiable at x and f is differen-
tiable at g(x), then f ◦ g is differentiable at x and

( f ◦ g)′(x) = f ′(g(x)) · g′(x)
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§3.8 IMPLICIT DIFFERENTIATION

§3.8 Implicit Differentiation

After completing this section, students should be able to:

• Explain the difference between an explicitly defined function and an
implicitly defined function.

• Find the derivative of an implicitly defined function by differentiating
both sides of the equation that defines it.

• Find the tangent line to an implicitly defined function.

• Explain how to decide if a tangent line is vertical at a given point on
a curve.

• Find the second derivative of an implicitly defined function.
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§3.8 IMPLICIT DIFFERENTIATION

Explicitly defined functions

Implicitly defined curves
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§3.8 IMPLICIT DIFFERENTIATION

Example. Find the equation of the tangent line for

9x2 + 4y2 = 25

at the point (1, 2).
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§3.8 IMPLICIT DIFFERENTIATION

Example. Find y′ if x3y2
− sin(xy) = x3

− y3

END OF VIDEO
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§3.8 IMPLICIT DIFFERENTIATION

Example. If y is the function of x graphed below, then find
d

dx

(
y2

)
at x = 3.
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§3.8 IMPLICIT DIFFERENTIATION

Example. Find
d

dx

(
x cos(y) + x3 + y3

)
, assuming that y is a function of x.
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§3.8 IMPLICIT DIFFERENTIATION

Example. Find
dy
dx

for the curve defined by

cos(xy) = 1 + sin(y)

a) Find the equation to the tangent line for this curve at the point (1,−π2 ).

b) Find the equation to the tangent line for this curve at the point (0, π).
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§3.8 IMPLICIT DIFFERENTIATION

Example. Consider the curve defined by e2y + x = y.

a) Does this curve have any vertical tangent lines?

b) Find
d2y
dx2 for this curve.
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§3.9 DERIVATIVES OF EXPONENTIAL AND LOGARITHMIC FUNCTIONS

§3.9 Derivatives of Exponential and Logarithmic Functions

After completing this section, students should be able to:

• Take the derivative of functions of the form y = ax, where a is a
constant. (the exponential function differentiation rule)

• Take the derivative of functions of the form y = loga(x), where a is a
constant.

• Use logarithmic differentiation to take the derivative of functions with
variables in both the base and the exponent.

• Distinguish when to use the power rule, the exponential function
differentiation rule, and logarithmic differentiation.

• Explain why logarithmic differentiation is sometimes easier to use
than the quotient and product rule for functions that a complicated
mess of quotients and products.
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§3.9 DERIVATIVES OF EXPONENTIAL AND LOGARITHMIC FUNCTIONS

Find
d

dx
(5x). Hint: rewrite 5 as e to a power.

Note. .
d

dx(ax) =

d
dx(xa) =
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§3.9 DERIVATIVES OF EXPONENTIAL AND LOGARITHMIC FUNCTIONS

Example. Find
d

dx

(
5 · 34x

)
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§3.9 DERIVATIVES OF EXPONENTIAL AND LOGARITHMIC FUNCTIONS

Find
d

dx
loga(x)
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§3.9 DERIVATIVES OF EXPONENTIAL AND LOGARITHMIC FUNCTIONS

Find
d

dx
ln |x|

END OF VIDEOS
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§3.9 DERIVATIVES OF EXPONENTIAL AND LOGARITHMIC FUNCTIONS

Question. Which of the following is true?

A.
d

dx
(3x) = 3x

B.
d

dx
(3x) = x3x−1

C.
d

dx
(3x) = ln(3) · 3x

D.
d

dx
(3x) =

3x

ln(3)
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§3.9 DERIVATIVES OF EXPONENTIAL AND LOGARITHMIC FUNCTIONS

Question. Which of the following is true?

A.
d

dx
log5(x) =

1
x

B.
d

dx
log5(x) =

ln(5)
x

C.
d

dx
log5(x) =

1
x ln(5)

D.
d

dx
log5(x) =

1
log5(x)
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§3.9 DERIVATIVES OF EXPONENTIAL AND LOGARITHMIC FUNCTIONS

Example. Find the derivatives of the following functions.

1. y = xln 5

2. y = 5ln x

3. y = (ln 5)x

4. y = (ln x)5
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§3.9 DERIVATIVES OF EXPONENTIAL AND LOGARITHMIC FUNCTIONS

Example. Match the functions to their derivatives.

1. y = xln 5

2. y = 5ln x

3. y = (ln 5)x

4. y = (ln x)5

A. y′ = (ln 5) · 5ln x
·

1
x

B. y′ = 5(ln x)4
·

1
x

C. y′ = ln(ln 5) · (ln 5)x

D. y′ = (ln 5) · x(ln 5)−1
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§3.9 DERIVATIVES OF EXPONENTIAL AND LOGARITHMIC FUNCTIONS

Example. One version of Fitt’s Law says that the ”movement time” it takes
a person to point to an object (MT) depends on the distance to the object
(D) and the width of the object (W), according to the formula:

MT = a + b log2

(2D
W

)
At what rate does the movement time decrease as the width increases, if
all other variables are held constant? (What are the units for this rate, if
MT is measured in seconds and D and W are measured in cm?)
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§3.9 DERIVATIVES OF EXPONENTIAL AND LOGARITHMIC FUNCTIONS

Logarithmic Differentiation

Recall:
d

dx
xa =

d
dx

ax =

Example. Which do you think is true about the derivative of xx?

A. d
dxxx = x · xx−1

B. d
dxxx = ln |x| · xx

C. None of the above.
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§3.9 DERIVATIVES OF EXPONENTIAL AND LOGARITHMIC FUNCTIONS

Example. Find
d

dx
(xx).
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§3.9 DERIVATIVES OF EXPONENTIAL AND LOGARITHMIC FUNCTIONS

Example. Find
d

dx
(tan x)1/x.
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§3.9 DERIVATIVES OF EXPONENTIAL AND LOGARITHMIC FUNCTIONS

Example. Find the derivative of y =
x cos(x)
(x2 + x)5
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§3.9 DERIVATIVES OF EXPONENTIAL AND LOGARITHMIC FUNCTIONS

Example. Which of the following should be differentiated using logarith-
mic differentiation?

1. y = [ f (x)]g(x)

2. y = [ f (x)]e

3. y = e f (x)

4. y = e5

5. y = ln(xg(x))

6. y = [ln(x)]g(x)

7. y = ln(g(x))
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§3.10 DERIVATIVES OF INVERSE TRIG FUNCTIONS

§3.10 Derivatives of Inverse Trig Functions

After completing this section, students should be able to:

• Explain where the formulas for the derivatives of inverse trig functions
come from by doing implicit differentiation.

• Take the derivatives of inverse trig functions.
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§3.10 DERIVATIVES OF INVERSE TRIG FUNCTIONS

Inverse Sine Function

Restricted sin(x) has Domain: Range:

arcsin(x) has Domain: Range:

arcsin(x) is the (circle one) angle / number between and whose ...

y = arcsin(x) means:

Alternative Notation:

Warning:
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§3.10 DERIVATIVES OF INVERSE TRIG FUNCTIONS

Inverse Cosine Function

Restricted cos(x) has Domain: Range:

arccos(x) has Domain: Range:

arccos(x) is the (circle one) angle / number between and whose ...

y = arccos(x) means:

Alternative Notation:

Warning:
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§3.10 DERIVATIVES OF INVERSE TRIG FUNCTIONS

Inverse Tangent Function

Restricted tan(x) has Domain: Range:

arctan(x) has Domain: Range:

arctan(x) is the (circle one) angle / number between and whose ...

y = arctan(x) means:

Alternative Notation:

Warning:
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§3.10 DERIVATIVES OF INVERSE TRIG FUNCTIONS

END OF VIDEO
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§3.10 DERIVATIVES OF INVERSE TRIG FUNCTIONS

Review. y = arcsin(x) means:

Find
d

dx
arcsin(x)
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§3.10 DERIVATIVES OF INVERSE TRIG FUNCTIONS

Review. y = arccos(x) means:

Find
d

dx
arccos(x)
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§3.10 DERIVATIVES OF INVERSE TRIG FUNCTIONS

Review. y = arctan(x) means:

Find
d

dx
arctan(x)
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§3.10 DERIVATIVES OF INVERSE TRIG FUNCTIONS

Summary

d
dx

sin−1 x =
d

dx
cos−1 x =

d
dx

tan−1 x =
d

dx
cot−1 x =

d
dx

sec−1 x =
d

dx
csc−1 x =
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§3.10 DERIVATIVES OF INVERSE TRIG FUNCTIONS

sec(x) and sec−1(x)

csc(x) and csc−1(x)
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§3.10 DERIVATIVES OF INVERSE TRIG FUNCTIONS

Example. Find the derivative of y = tan−1
(a + x
a − x

)
.
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§3.10 DERIVATIVES OF INVERSE TRIG FUNCTIONS

Extra Example. Find y′ for y = (cos−1(x))−1.
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§3.10 DERIVATIVES OF INVERSE TRIG FUNCTIONS

Derivatives of Inverse Functions in General

Example. Find the inverse function for f (x) = 5x + 3. How does the
derivative of the inverse function relate to the derivative of the original
function?
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§3.10 DERIVATIVES OF INVERSE TRIG FUNCTIONS

Example. Find the inverse function for g(x) = x2 + 1 for x > 0. If we know
the derivative of g(x) at x = 3, can we predict the derivative of f−1(x) at
some other x-value?
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§3.10 DERIVATIVES OF INVERSE TRIG FUNCTIONS

Note.
d

dx
f−1 is related to

d f
dx

as follows:
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§3.10 DERIVATIVES OF INVERSE TRIG FUNCTIONS

Example. Consider the table of values for f (x) and f ′(x).

x -3 -1 0 1 3
f (x) 0 3 1 -1 -2

f ′(x) 4
5
2
−

1
2

3 2

What is ( f−1)′(3)?
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§3.11 RELATED RATES

§3.11 Related Rates

After completing this section, students should be able to:

• Set up equations relating quantities using volume and area formulas,
Pythagorean Theorem, similar triangles, and trig formulas.

• For an equation that involves multiple variables, all dependent on
time, take the derivative of both sides of the equation to get an equation
that relates the rates of change of the variables.

• Solve word problems involving related rates of change.

• Explain when it is appropriate to use a negative number vs. a positive
number as a rate of change in the context of specific problems.
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§3.11 RELATED RATES

Example. A tornado is 20 miles west of us, heading due east towards
Phillips Hall at a rate of 40 mph. You hop on your bike and ride due
south at a speed of 12 mph. How fast is the distance between you and the
tornado changing after 15 minutes?
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§3.11 RELATED RATES

Example. Water flows into a tank at a rate of 3 cubic meters per minute.
The tank is shaped like a cone with a height of 4 meters and a radius of
5 meters at the top. Find the rate at which the water level is rising in the
tank when the water height is 2 meters.
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§3.11 RELATED RATES

Example. A lighthouse that is half a mile west of shore has a rotating light
that makes 2 revolutions per minute in the counterclockwise direction.
The shoreline runs north-south, and there is a cave on the shore directly
east of the lighthouse. How fast is the beam of light moving along the
shore at a point 1 mile north of the cave?
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§3.11 RELATED RATES

Example. A woman 1.5 meters tall walks away from a lamp that is 15
meters high at a rate of 3 km/hr. At what rate is her shadow growing
when she is 3 meters from the lamp? At what rate is the tip of her shadow
moving when she is 3 meters from the lamp?
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§3.11 RELATED RATES

Extra Example. A spherical snowball evaporates at a rate proportional to
its surface area. Show that its radius shrinks at a constant rate.
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§3.11 RELATED RATES

Extra Example. An angler hooks a trout and reels in his line at 4 cm per
second. Assume the tip of the fishing rod is 3 meters above the water
and directly above the? angler, and the fish is pulled horizontally directly
toward the angler?. Find the horizontal speed of the fish when it is 5
meters from the angler.
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§4.1.1 MAXIMUM AND MINIMUM VALUES

§4.1.1 Maximum and Minimum Values

After completing this section, students should be able to:

• Identify local and absolute maximum and minimum values from a
graph.

• Draw graphs that have no absolute maximum and / or minimum
values.

• From the equation of a function, find the function’s critical points on
the interior of an interval.

• Find the absolute extreme values of a function.
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§4.1.1 MAXIMUM AND MINIMUM VALUES

Definition. A function f (x) has an absolute maximum at x = c if

The y-value f (c) is called the
and the point (c, f (c)) is called

Definition. A function f (x) has an absolute minimum at x = c if

The y-value f (c) is called the
and the point (c, f (c)) is called

Definition. Absolute maximum and minimum values can also be called
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§4.1.1 MAXIMUM AND MINIMUM VALUES

Definition. A function f (x) has an local maximum at x = c if

The y-value f (c) is called the
and the point (c, f (c)) is called

Definition. A function f (x) has an local minimum at x = c if

The y-value f (c) is called the
and the point (c, f (c)) is called

Definition. Local maximum and minimum values can also be called
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§4.1.1 MAXIMUM AND MINIMUM VALUES

Example. 1. Mark all local maximum and minimum points.

2. Mark all global maximum and and minimum points.

3. What is the absolute maximum value of the function? What is the
absolute minimum value?
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§4.1.1 MAXIMUM AND MINIMUM VALUES

Question. What do you notice about the derivative of a function at its
local maximum and minimum points?

Definition. A number c is critical number for a function c if:

END OF VIDEO
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§4.1.1 MAXIMUM AND MINIMUM VALUES

Question. What is the difference between a maximum point and a maxi-
mum value?

Question. What is diff between an absolute maximum value and a local
maximum value?

Question. Is it possible to have more than one absolute maximum value?
More than one absolute maximum point?
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§4.1.1 MAXIMUM AND MINIMUM VALUES

Question. For a function defined on an interval [a, b], can an absolute min-
imum point occur on the endpoint of the interval? Can a local minimum
point occur on the endpoint of the interval?
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§4.1.1 MAXIMUM AND MINIMUM VALUES

Review. Find the local maximum points, the local minimum points, the
absolute maximum points, and the absolute minimum points.

Question. Does a function always have at least one absolute maximum
point?
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§4.1.1 MAXIMUM AND MINIMUM VALUES

Question. Does a continuous function always have at least one absolute
maximum point?

Theorem. (Extreme Value Theorem) A function, defined on
a domain that is must achieve an absolute maximum
value and an absolute minimum value on its domain.

The main goal of this section will be to develop methods for finding abs
max and mins.
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§4.1.1 MAXIMUM AND MINIMUM VALUES

Relationship between absolute maximum points and local maximum
points:

• True or False: A local maximum point is always also an absolute
maximum point.

• True or False: An absolute maximum point is always also a local
maximum point.

• True or False: An absolute maximum point that is not on an endpoint
is always also a local maximum point.
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§4.1.1 MAXIMUM AND MINIMUM VALUES

• True or False: For a function defined on [a, b], an absolute maximum
point occurs either at an endpoint or at a local maximum point in the
interior of the interval (a, b).
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§4.1.1 MAXIMUM AND MINIMUM VALUES

Relationship between local maximum / minimum points and critical num-
bers:

Review. A critical number for a function f (x) is:

True or False: If f has a critical number at c, then f has a local maximum
or minimum at x = c.

True or False: If f has a local maximum or local minimum at x = c, then c
is a critical number for a function f .
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§4.1.1 MAXIMUM AND MINIMUM VALUES

True or False: For a function defined on [a, b], an absolute maximum point
occurs either at an endpoint of the interval or at a critical number in the
interior of the interval.
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§4.1.1 MAXIMUM AND MINIMUM VALUES

Strategy for finding absolute extreme values for a continuous function f
on a closed interval [a, b].

1.

2.

3.

4.
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§4.1.1 MAXIMUM AND MINIMUM VALUES

Example. Find the absolute extreme values for f (θ) = cos(2θ) + 2 sin(θ)
on the interval [0, 2π].
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§4.1.1 MAXIMUM AND MINIMUM VALUES

Extra Example. Find the absolute maximum and minimum values for

g(x) =
x − 1

x2 + x + 2
on the interval [0, 4].
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§4.1.1 MAXIMUM AND MINIMUM VALUES

Extra Example. Find the absolute extreme values for f (x) =
√

x(
x2

5
− 4) on

[0, 4].
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§4.2 DERIVATIVES AND THE SHAPE OF A CURVE

§4.2 Derivatives and the Shape of a Curve

After completing this section, students should be able to:

• Define increasing, decreasing, concave up, concave down, local max
and min points, and inflection points.

• Explain the relationship between the first derivative and whether the
function is increasing or decreasing.

• Explain the relationship between the second derivative and concavity.

• Explain the relationship between the first derivative and local max
and local min points.

• Explain the relationship between the second derivative and inflection
points.

• State the First Derivative Test and use it to find local max and min
points.

• State the Second Derivative Test and use it to find local max and min
points.

• Use a graph of y = f (x) to determine where the graph of the function
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§4.2 DERIVATIVES AND THE SHAPE OF A CURVE

is increasing, decreasing, concave up, concave down, and has local
max, local min, and inflection points.

• Use a graph of the DERIVATIVE y = f ′(x) to determine where the
graph of the original function y = f (x) is increasing, decreasing, con-
cave up, concave down, and has local max, local min, and inflection
points.

• Use an equation for a function to determine where its first and second
derivatives are zero, undefined, positive, and negative.

• Use an equation for y = f (x) to determine where the graph of the
function is increasing, decreasing, concave up, concave down, and
has local max, local min, and inflection points.
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§4.2 DERIVATIVES AND THE SHAPE OF A CURVE

Definition. The function f (x) is increasing if:

Definition. The function f (x) is decreasing if:

Increasing / Decreasing Test:

If f ′(x) > 0 for all x on an interval, then:

If f ′(x) < 0 for all x on an interval, then:
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§4.2 DERIVATIVES AND THE SHAPE OF A CURVE

Definition. f (x) is concave up on an interval (a, b) if:

Definition. f (x) is concave down on an interval (a, b) if:

Concavity Test:

If f ′′(x) > 0 for all x on an interval, then:

If f ′′(x) < 0 for all x on an interval, then:
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§4.2 DERIVATIVES AND THE SHAPE OF A CURVE

Definition. f (x) has an inflection point at x = c if:

Inflection Point Test:
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§4.2 DERIVATIVES AND THE SHAPE OF A CURVE

Definition. f (x) has a local maximum at x = c if:

Definition. f (x) has a local minimum at x = c if:
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§4.2 DERIVATIVES AND THE SHAPE OF A CURVE

First Derivative Test:

Second Derivative Test:
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§4.2 DERIVATIVES AND THE SHAPE OF A CURVE

Review. A graph of y = f (x) shown.

Find where

• f is increasing

• f has a local max

• f is concave up

• f is decreasing

• f has a local min

• f is concave down

• f has an inflection
point
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§4.2 DERIVATIVES AND THE SHAPE OF A CURVE

These conditions on f ′(x) ... and / or these conditions on f ′′(x)... guarantee this feature
on the graph of f

Increasing on
the interval (a, b)

Decreasing on
the interval (a, b)

Concave up on
the interval (a, b)

Concave down on
the interval (a, b)

Local max point
at (c, f (c))

Local min point
at (c, f (c))

Inflection point
at (c, f (c))
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§4.2 DERIVATIVES AND THE SHAPE OF A CURVE

First Derivative Test:

Second Derivative Test:
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§4.2 DERIVATIVES AND THE SHAPE OF A CURVE

Question. If f ′(c) = 0, must f have a local max or min at x = c?

Question. If f ′′(c) = 0, must f have an inflection point at x = c?
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§4.2 DERIVATIVES AND THE SHAPE OF A CURVE

Example. Assume g(x) is a continuous function. A graph of THE DERIVA-
TIVE g′(x) is shown. Find the x-values where:

• g is increasing

• g has a local max

• g is concave up

• g is decreasing

• g has a local min

• g is concave down

• g has an inflection
point
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§4.2 DERIVATIVES AND THE SHAPE OF A CURVE

Extra Example. A graph of h′(x) is shown. Find the x-values where:

• h has local extreme points

• h has inflection points
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§4.2 DERIVATIVES AND THE SHAPE OF A CURVE

Example. g(x) = x3
− 6x2

− 15x + 1

Find where g(x) is increasing and decreasing, has local max and min
values, is concave up and down, and has inflection points.
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§4.2 DERIVATIVES AND THE SHAPE OF A CURVE

Example. f (θ) = sinθ cosθ + cosθ for 0 ≤ θ ≤ 2π

Find where f (θ) is increasing and decreasing, and where it has local max
and min values.
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§4.2 DERIVATIVES AND THE SHAPE OF A CURVE

Extra Example. h(x) = x1/3 + x4/3

Find where h(x) is increasing and decreasing, has local max and min
values, is concave up and down, and has inflection points.
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§4.3 CURVE SKETCHING

§4.3 Curve Sketching

After completing this section, students should be able to:

• Determine the shape of the graph of a function on an interval based
on the positive or negative sign of the first and second derivatives on
that interval.

• Draw a rough sketch of a graph based on information about where the
first derivative is positive and negative, where the second derivative
is positive and negative, and what the local max and min values of
the function are.

• Use equation of a function to determine where its first and second
derivatives are positive and negative.

• Match function equations to graphs using information about first and
second derivatives.

• Determine if a graphing app is giving a reasonable or an incorrect
representation of the function that is desired.
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§4.3 CURVE SKETCHING

Example. Match the following characteristics of f ′ and f ′′ to the figures.

1. f ′(x) > 0, f ′′(x) > 0

2. f ′(x) > 0, f ′′(x) < 0

3. f ′(x) < 0, f ′′(x) > 0

4. f ′(x) < 0, f ′′(x) < 0

A) B) C) D)
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§4.3 CURVE SKETCHING

Example. Sketch the graph of a function f (x) with the properties:

1. f ′(x) > 0 when x < 3 and f ′(x) < 0 when x > 3

2. f (x) has an absolute maximum value of 4

3. f ′′(x) > 0 when x < 0 and when x > 5 and f ′′(x) < 0 when 0 < x < 5

4. lim
x→−∞

f (x) = −2 and lim
x→∞

f (x) = 0
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§4.3 CURVE SKETCHING

Tricks for graphing functions or recognizing graphs.

Locate the following features:

• Increasing / decreasing

• Local max and mins

• Concave up and concave down

• Inflection points

• Horizontal asymptotes

• Vertical asymptotes

• Intercepts

• Domain

• Symmetry
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§4.3 CURVE SKETCHING

Example. Graph y =
ex

x
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§4.4 OPTIMIZATION

§4.4 Optimization

After completing this section, students should be able to:

• From a word problem, set up a function to optimize, that depends on
one or more variables.

• From a word problem, set up a constraint equation that relates several
variables.

• Use a constraint equation to eliminate variables in a function to opti-
mize.

• Find the maximum of minimum value of a quantity, subject to a con-
straint.

• Use the first or second derivative test to verify that the value your
found is a maximum or minimum.

• Explain why it is permissible to optimize the square of the distance
instead of the distance itself, and why this is practical.
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§4.4 OPTIMIZATION

Example. • A can is to hold 443 mL (15 oz) of soup.

• Metal for the sides of the can costs 3 cents per cm2.

• Metal for the top and bottom of the can costs 5 cents per cm2.

What dimensions should the can have to minimize the cost of metal?
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§4.4 OPTIMIZATION

Example. A 12 foot tall fence runs parallel to a wall of a house at a distance
of 20 ft. Find the length of the shortest ladder that extends from the ground,
over the fence, to the house. Assume the vertical wall of the house and
the horizontal ground have infinite extent.
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§4.4 OPTIMIZATION

Example. (Fill in the blanks with something reasonable.) In the summer,
Yopo sells an average of cones of yogurt per day at a price of $2
per cone. For every cents more they charge, they sell
fewer cones. If it costs them $ per cone in ingredients, how much
should they charge to maximize profit?
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§4.4 OPTIMIZATION

Extra Example. An island is 10 mi from the nearest point on a straight
shoreline; that point is 8 mi from a power station. A utility company
plans to lay electrical cable underwater from the island to the shore and
then underground along the shore to the power station. Assume that is
costs $ 3000 per mile to lay cable underwater and $2000 per mile to lay
underground cable. At what point should the underwater cable meet the
shore to minimize the cost of the project.
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§4.4 OPTIMIZATION

Extra Example. Squares with sides of length x are cut out of each corner
of a rectangular piece of cardboard measuring 3 ft by 4 ft. The resulting
piece of cardboard is then folded into a box without a lid. Find the volume
of the largest box that can be formed in this way.
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§4.4 OPTIMIZATION

Extra Example. A baseball team plays in a stadium that holds 55,000
spectators. With ticket prices at $10, the average attendance had been
27,000. When ticket prices were lowered to $8, the average attendance
rose to 33,000. How should ticket prices be set to maximize revenue?
Assume a linear relationship between ticket price and attendance.
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§4.4 OPTIMIZATION

Extra Example. A rectangular flower garden with an area of 30 m2 is
surrounded by a grass border 1m wide on two sides and 2m wide on the
other two sides. What dimensions of the garden minimize the combined
area of the garden and borders?
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§4.5 LINEAR APPROXIMATION AND DIFFERENTIALS

§4.5 Linear Approximation and Differentials

After completing this section, students should be able to:

• Write down the linear approximation for a function f (x) at an x-value
x = a.

• Use the linear approximation to estimate the value of the function at
an x-value near x = a.

• Explain the relationship between the linear approximation equation
and tangent line.

• Use linear approximation to approximate quantities like 3√25 or cos(35◦)
without a calculator.

• Write down the equation for the differential d f of a function f at an
x-value x = a.

• Explain the difference between the differential d f and the error ∆ f .

• Use the differential to approximate the value of the function near x = a.

• Use the differential to approximate the maximum error in calculating
a quantity such as area of a circle, given a bound on the error of
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§4.5 LINEAR APPROXIMATION AND DIFFERENTIALS

component quantities, like radius.

• Draw and label a figure that includes the graph of a function y = f (x),
the differential d f and the error ∆ f .

• Use the graph of a function y = f (x) to decide if d f will be greater or
smaller than ∆ f for a given value of x and a.

• Use the graph of a function y = f (x) to decide if the linear approxima-
tion will be an overestimate or an underestimate of f (x) for x > a (or
for x < a) and x near a.
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§4.5 LINEAR APPROXIMATION AND DIFFERENTIALS

Example. Suppose f (t) is the temperature in degrees Fahrenheit at time
t (measured in hours), where t = 0 represents midnight. Suppose that
f (6) = 60◦ and f ′(6) = 3◦/hr. What is your best estimate for the temperature
at 7:00 am? 8:00 am?
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§4.5 LINEAR APPROXIMATION AND DIFFERENTIALS

Linear Approximation

Approximation Principle:

Linear Approximation:
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§4.5 LINEAR APPROXIMATION AND DIFFERENTIALS

Example. Use the approximation principle to estimate
√

59 without a
calculator.
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§4.5 LINEAR APPROXIMATION AND DIFFERENTIALS

Example. Use a linearization of y = sin(x) to estimate sin(33◦) without a
calculator.
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§4.5 LINEAR APPROXIMATION AND DIFFERENTIALS

Review. .
Idea of Linearization: Functions can be approximated by lines.

Intuition: Zoom in on your favorite function.

Question. Can all functions be approximated by lines?
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§4.5 LINEAR APPROXIMATION AND DIFFERENTIALS

Review. .
True or False: The linear approximation (linearization) of a differentiable
function f at a, given by

L(x) = f (a) + f ′(a)(x − a)

is the same curve as the tangent line to the graph of f at a.

True/False: If f is a differentiable function and a is a number in its domain,
then f (x) = f (a) + f ′(a) · (x − a) for all x-values in the function’s domain.
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§4.5 LINEAR APPROXIMATION AND DIFFERENTIALS

Example. Find the linearization of f (x) = ln(
√

x + 1) at a = 0 and use it to
approximate ln(

√
1.5).
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§4.5 LINEAR APPROXIMATION AND DIFFERENTIALS

Example. Use a linear approximation to estimate 3√10 without a calculator.
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§4.5 LINEAR APPROXIMATION AND DIFFERENTIALS

Definitions and Terminology
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§4.5 LINEAR APPROXIMATION AND DIFFERENTIALS

Example. For f (x) = x ln x, find:

1. d f

2. d f when a = 2 and ∆x = −0.3

3. ∆ f when a = 2 and ∆x = −0.3
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§4.5 LINEAR APPROXIMATION AND DIFFERENTIALS

Example. You’ve been hired to paint the inside of the dome on the More-
head Planetarium and you need to calculate the surface area involved.
The dome is a perfect hemisphere and you’ve measured the diameter to
be 18 meters, which you believe to be accurate to within 40 cm. Use the
differential to estimate the possible error in computing the surface area
based on your measurement. What is the possible relative error?
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§4.6 THE MEAN VALUE THEOREM

§4.6 The Mean Value Theorem

After completing this section, students should be able to:

• State the Mean Value Theorem in symbols and in words.

• Give an example of the Mean Value Theorem in terms of average
velocity.

• Use the Mean Value Theorem to prove that a function has a given
value of its derivative on an interval.

• Use the Mean Value Theorem to prove a bound on a function’s values
on a given interval, based on bounds on its derivative.
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§4.6 THE MEAN VALUE THEOREM

Theorem. The Mean Value Theorem. Let f (x) be a function defined on [a, b]
such that

1. f (x) is continuous on [a, b]

2. f (x) is differentiable on (a, b)

then there is a number c in [a, b] such that ...

Question. Is the number c unique?
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§4.6 THE MEAN VALUE THEOREM

Example. Verify the mean value theorem for f (x) = 2x3
− 8x + 1 on the

interval [1, 3].
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§4.6 THE MEAN VALUE THEOREM

Example. If f is a differentiable function and f (1) = 7 and −3 ≤ f ′(x) ≤ −2
on the interval [1, 6], then what is the biggest and smallest values that are
possible for f (6)?
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§4.6 THE MEAN VALUE THEOREM

Theorem. Rolle’s Theorem. If f (x) is a function defined on [a, b] such that

1. f (x) is continuous on [a, b]

2. f (x) is differentiable on (a, b)

3. and

then there is a number c in [a, b] such that ...

END OF VIDEO
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§4.6 THE MEAN VALUE THEOREM

Review. For a function f that is continuous on [a, b] and differentiable on
(a, b), the Mean Value Theorem says that there is some number c in the
interval (a, b), such that:

A. the slope of the tangent line at x = c equals the slope of the secant line
between x = a and x = b

B. f’(c) equals the average value of f on the interval

C. f’(c) equals the average rate of change of f on the interval

D. f ′(c) =
f (b) + f (a)

2

E. f ′(c) =
f (b) − f (a)

b − a
.
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§4.6 THE MEAN VALUE THEOREM

Review. For a function f that is continuous on [a, b] and differentiable on
(a, b), Rolle’s Theorem says that if f (a) = f (b), then there is some number
c in the interval (a, b), such that:
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§4.6 THE MEAN VALUE THEOREM

Example. A police officer notices (based on timed photos) that a car has
travelled 162 miles on I-40 from Chapel Hill, NC to Wilmington, NC in
exactly 2 hours. Which box should the officer check on the speeding
ticket?

A. 75 - 84 mph speeding violation

B. 85 - 94 mph speeding violation

C. 95 - 104 mph speeding violation

D. 105+ mph speeding violation
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§4.6 THE MEAN VALUE THEOREM

Example. If g(x) = x3
− 4x, does g(x) have a tangent line of slope -1 for

some x-value between −1 and 2?
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§4.6 THE MEAN VALUE THEOREM

Example.

f (x) =

1 + x if x < 0
1 − x if x >= 0

Is there a c in (−2, 2) such that f ′(c) = 0?
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§4.6 THE MEAN VALUE THEOREM

Theorem. If f ′(x) = 0 for all values of x in (−∞,∞), then f (x) ...

Theorem. If f and g are differentiable on (−∞,∞) and f ′(x) = g′(x) for all
values of x, then ...
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§4.6 THE MEAN VALUE THEOREM

Extra Example. Suppose that f is differentiable and f (5) = 4 and f ′(x) ≥ −3
for all x . How big can f (1) possibly be?
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§4.6 THE MEAN VALUE THEOREM

Proofs

Theorem. Rolle’s Theorem. If f (x) is a function defined on [a, b] such that

1. f (x) is continuous on [a, b]

2. f (x) is differentiable on (a, b)

3. and f (a) = f (b)

then there is a number c in [a, b] such that f ′(c) = 0.
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§4.6 THE MEAN VALUE THEOREM

Theorem. The Mean Value Theorem. Let f (x) be a function defined on [a, b]
such that

1. f (x) is continuous on [a, b]

2. f (x) is differentiable on (a, b)

then there is a number c in [a, b] such that f ′(c) =
f (b) − f (a)

b − a
.

Proof:
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§4.7 L’HOSPITAL’S RULE

§4.7 L’Hospital’s Rule

After completing this section, students should be able to:

• Recognize indeterminate forms of limits, as well as forms of limits that are
NOT indeterminate.

• Use L’Hopital’s Rule to evaluate indeterminate limits of the form
0
0

and
∞

∞

• Rewrite multiplication in terms of division for indeterminate limits of the
form∞ · 0, and use L’Hospital’s Rule to evaluate them.

• Use logs to rewrite indeterminate limits of the form 00, ∞0, and 1∞ and use
L’Hospital’s Rule to evaluate them.

• Use factoring to rewrite indeterminate limits of the form ∞ − ∞ and use
L’Hospital’s Rule to evaluate them.
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§4.7 L’HOSPITAL’S RULE

Definition. A limit of the form lim
x→a

f (x)
g(x)

is called a 0
0 indeterminate form if:

Definition. A limit of the form lim
x→a

f (x)
g(x)

is called a ∞
∞

indeterminate form

if:
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§4.7 L’HOSPITAL’S RULE

Theorem. L’Hospital’s Rule Suppose f and g are differentiable and g′(x) , 0

in an open interval around a (except possibly at a). If lim
x→a

f (x)
g(x)

is a 0
0 or ∞

∞

indeterminate form, then
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§4.7 L’HOSPITAL’S RULE

Example. lim
x→∞

x
3x
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§4.7 L’HOSPITAL’S RULE

Example. lim
x→0

sin(x) − x
(sin x)3

END OF VIDEO
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§4.7 L’HOSPITAL’S RULE

Question. If lim
x→a

f (x) = 0 and lim
x→a

g(x) = 0, then lim
x→a

f (x)
g(x)

is

A. 0

B. 1

C. DNE

D. Cannot be determined from this information.
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§4.7 L’HOSPITAL’S RULE

Recall:

We’ve seen
0
0

and
∞

∞
indeterminate forms before in Chapter 2.

Example. limx→2
x − 2
x2 − 4

Example. limx→∞
3x − 2
5x + 7
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§4.7 L’HOSPITAL’S RULE

Example. lim
x→∞

3√x
ln(x)
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§4.7 L’HOSPITAL’S RULE

Example. lim
x→0+

sin(x) ln x
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§4.7 L’HOSPITAL’S RULE

Example. lim
x→∞

(
1 +

1
x

)x
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§4.7 L’HOSPITAL’S RULE

Example. (a) lim
x→∞

ex
− x (b) lim

x→1

1
x − 1

−
1

√
x − 1

(c) lim
x→∞

√

x2 + 4 −
√

2x2 + 4
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§4.7 L’HOSPITAL’S RULE

Tips for using L’Hopital’s Rule:

Form Example What to do
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§4.7 L’HOSPITAL’S RULE

Question. Which of the following limits would NOT be an appropriate
candidate for L’Hospital’s Rule?

A. lim
x→5

x − 5
x2 − 25

B. lim
x→1+

ex

x − 1
C. lim

x→∞
x sin(1/x)

D. lim
x→0+

xx

E. lim
x→0+

ln x
x

L’Hospital’s Rule cannot be used to find ALL limits.
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§4.8 NEWTON’S METHOD

§4.8 Newton’s Method

After completing this section, students should be able to:

• Explain how to use Newton’s method.

• Pick an appropriate starting value to use for Newton’s method.

• Use Newton’s method to find an approximate solution to an equation.

• Give some examples of how Newton’s method can fail.
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§4.8 NEWTON’S METHOD

Example. Find a solution to the equation ex = 4x.
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§4.8 NEWTON’S METHOD

Example. Find a zero for the function f (x) = ex
− 4x.

END OF VIDEO
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§4.8 NEWTON’S METHOD

Question. Newton’s Method is an approximation method for

A. finding zeros of a function

B. finding solutions to an equation

C. finding x-intercepts for a graph

D. finding maxes and mins

Question. Newton’s Method uses successive approximations, where each
approximation is obtained from the previous one by:

A. computing a limit

B. using the bisection method

C. find the x-intercept of the tangent line

D. using concavity and the second derivative

Note. The key equation to get from one approximation to the next is:
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§4.8 NEWTON’S METHOD

Example. Use Newton’s Method to find an approximate solution to

x3
− x2
− 1 = 2x − 2
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§4.8 NEWTON’S METHOD

Question. If you want Newton’s Method to converge quickly, which of
these guesses is a better first guess?

A. -5

B. 0
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§4.8 NEWTON’S METHOD

Question. Does Newton’s Method always work? (How can we break
Newton’s Method?)
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§4.9 ANTIDERIVATIVES

§4.9 Antiderivatives

After completing this section, students should be able to:

• Define an antiderivative.

• Find antiderivatives of functions that are recognizable as derivatives
of common functions, possibly altered by constant multiples on the
inside or outside of the function.

• Solve basic differential equations, given initial conditions.

• Find the position function given an acceleration function and the initial
velocity and position.
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§4.9 ANTIDERIVATIVES

Example. If g′(x) = 3x2, what could g(x) be?

Definition. A function F(x) is called an antiderivative of f (x) on an interval
(a, b) if
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§4.9 ANTIDERIVATIVES

Question. What are all the antiderivatives of f (x) = 3x2?
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§4.9 ANTIDERIVATIVES

Table of Antiderivatives:

Function f (x) Antiderivative F(x) Function f (x) Antiderivative F(x)

1 sec2(x)

x sec(x) tan(x)

xn (n , −1) 1
1+x2

x−1 1
√

1 − x2

ex c · f (x)

sin(x) f (x) + g(x)

cos(x) f (x) − g(x)
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§4.9 ANTIDERIVATIVES

Example. Find the general antiderivative for

f (x) =
5

1 + x2 −
1

2
√

x

END OF VIDEO
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§4.9 ANTIDERIVATIVES

Question. Find an antiderivative for

• cos(x)

• sin(x)

• x5

• 7x4
− 3ex

Note. All antiderivatives of x5 can be written as ...

The expression is called the general antiderivative of x5.

The notation

is called

and means
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§4.9 ANTIDERIVATIVES

Question. Which of these is a general antiderivative for x−1?

A.
x−2

−2
+ C

B.
x0

0
+ C

C. ln |x| + C

D. None of these.

Question. Which of these is a general antiderivative for cos(3x)?

A. sin(3x) + C

B. 3 sin(3x) + C

C. 1
3 sin(3x) + C

D. None of these.
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§4.9 ANTIDERIVATIVES

Example. Find
∫

e−2x dx.

Example. Find
∫

3
t2 +

t2

3
dt
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§4.9 ANTIDERIVATIVES

Example. Find a general antiderivative for ex
− 3x.

Example. If g′(x) = ex
− 3x, and g(0) = 5, find g(x).

Definition. An equation like g′(x) = ex
− 3x that involves derivatives is

called a .

An equation like g(0) = 5 that can be used to pin down the constant in the
antiderivative is called an .
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§4.9 ANTIDERIVATIVES

Example. Find f (x) if f ′′(x) = 5 sin(x) + cos(x) and f ′(0) = −3 and f (0) = 7.
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§4.9 ANTIDERIVATIVES

Example. You stand at the edge of a cliff at height 30 meters. You throw
a tomato straight up in the air at a speed of 20 meters per second. How
long does it take the tomato to reach the ground? What is its velocity at
impact?
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§4.9 ANTIDERIVATIVES

Extra Example. f ′′(x) =
√

x
(
3 − 1

x

)
. Find an equation for f (x), if f (1) = 0

and f (0) = 2.
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§5.1 AREAS AND DISTANCES

§5.1 Areas and Distances

After completing this section, students should be able to:

1. Use summation notation (sigma notation) to write sums.

2. Use Riemann sums to approximate area under curves using a spec-
ified number of rectangles and left endpoints, right endpoints, or
midpoints, when given an equation of the curve, a graph of the curve,
or a table of values for the curve.

3. Explain the relationship between the approximate displacement of an
object and the approximate area under its velocity curve.

4. Write the definition of an integral as a limit of Riemann sums.
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§5.1 AREAS AND DISTANCES

Background: Review of Sigma Notation

Example.
5∑

i=1

2i =

Example.
7∑

j=3

1
j

=
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§5.1 AREAS AND DISTANCES

Example. Write in Σ notation: 6 + 9 + 12 + 15 + 18

Example. Write in Σ notation:
3
4

+
7
8

+
15
16

+
31
32
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§5.1 AREAS AND DISTANCES

Example. Estimate the area under the curve y = x2 between x = 0 and
x = 3 by approximating it with 6 rectangles.
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§5.1 AREAS AND DISTANCES

Example. Estimate the area under the curve y = x2 between x = 0 and
x = 3 by approximating it with 12 rectangles.
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§5.1 AREAS AND DISTANCES

Example. Estimate the area under the curve y = x2 between x = 0 and
x = 3 by approximating it with n rectangles.

Estimate using n rectangles:

The exact area is given by the limit:
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§5.1 AREAS AND DISTANCES

Example. Compute the exact area under the curve y = x2 between x = 0
and x = 3.

END OF VIDEOS
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§5.1 AREAS AND DISTANCES

Example. Evaluate the expression
3∑

i=1

5i
6

.
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§5.1 AREAS AND DISTANCES

Example. Estimate the area under the curve y =
√

x between x = 1 and
x = 3 using rectangles.

What is the area estimate, using 4 rectangles and right endpoints?

What if we use left endpoints?
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§5.1 AREAS AND DISTANCES

What if we use midpoints?
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§5.1 AREAS AND DISTANCES

Example. Write a Riemann sum to estimate the area under the curve y =
3
x

between x = 2 and x = 10 using 5 rectangles and right endpoints.
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§5.1 AREAS AND DISTANCES

What if we use left endpoints? Midpoints? More sample points?
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§5.1 AREAS AND DISTANCES

Question. Suppose that you are using rectangles to approximate the area
under a the graph of an increasing function between x = a and x = b.
Which of the following is likely to increase the accuracy of your estimate?

A. Using right endpoints instead of left endpoints.

B. Using midpoints instead of left or right endpoints.

C. Increasing the number of rectangles.

Question. Suppose you are using rectangles to estimate the area under the
graph of a decreasing function f (x). Which of the following is guaranteed
to get you an underestimate of the area?

A. Using left endpoints

B. Using right endpoints

C. Using midpoints

Question. True or False: A Riemann sum using left endpoints always
gives an overestimate of area and a Riemann sum with right endpoints
always gives an underestimate.
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§5.1 AREAS AND DISTANCES

The Distance Problem

Extra Example. Suppose you bike at velocities given by the following
chart:
time (seconds) 0 30 60 90 120
velocity (km/hr) 3.6 21.6 36 28.8 25.2
velocity (m/sec) 1 6 10 8 7

Approximately how far do you go in this period of 120 seconds?

Represent this problem graphically. How is this problem similar to the
problem of finding the area under a curve?
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§5.1 AREAS AND DISTANCES

Example. Write a Riemann sum to represent the area under the curve
y = x3 between x = 1 and x = 3 using n rectangles, and using right
endpoints.
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§5.1 AREAS AND DISTANCES

Example. Write an expression for the approximate area under the curve
y = x3 between x = a and x = b using n rectangles, and using right
endpoints.

How could you write and expression for the exact area?
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§5.1 AREAS AND DISTANCES

Example. Write an expression for the approximate area and the exact area
under the curve y = f (x) between x = a and x = b using n rectangles, and
using right endpoints.
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§5.1 AREAS AND DISTANCES

Definition. A Riemann sum for a function f (x) on an interval [a, b] is the
sum of areas of rectangles and is given by the formula:

... if we use right endpoints, and

... if we use left endpoints,

... if we use midpoints.

The formula for a Riemann sum can also be written as

where the x∗i are called sample points and represent ...

and ∆x represents ....
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§5.1 AREAS AND DISTANCES

Definition. The definite integral of f (x) on the interval [a, b] is written∫ b

a
f (x) dx and represents a limit of Riemann sums:

∫ b

a
f (x) dx =

Definition. A function f (x) on [a, b] is called integrable if

Theorem. If f (x) is
(or )

then f (x) is integrable, i.e.
∫ b

a
f (x) dx exists.
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§5.1 AREAS AND DISTANCES

Extra Example. Write an expression for the exact area between the curve
y = sin(x), the x-axis, and the lines x = 1 and x = 2. Use right endpoints.
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§5.2 THE DEFINITE INTEGRAL

§5.2 The Definite Integral

After completing this section, students should be able to:

• Given a function over an interval, write its integral as a limit of a
Riemann sum.

• Given an expression for a limit of Riemann sum, identify it as repre-
senting an integral of a function over an interval.

• Use simple geometric formulas to compute integrals as areas under
curves.

• Use properties of integrals to compute integrals based on the values
of component integrals.
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§5.2 THE DEFINITE INTEGRAL

Review. In the Riemann sum

n∑
i=1

f (x∗i )∆x

• n =

• ∆x =

• i =

• x∗i =

• The area of the first rectangle is:

• The area of the fifth rectangle is:

• The total area of all the rectangles is:
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§5.2 THE DEFINITE INTEGRAL

If we use right endpoints, this Riemann sum can be written as:

If we use left endpoints, this Riemann sum can be written as:

If we use midpoints, this Riemann sum can be written as:
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§5.2 THE DEFINITE INTEGRAL

Write an expression the EXACT area under the curve y = f (x) between
x = a and x = b (assume f (x) > 0):

This expression is called the of f (x) on the interval
[a, b] and is written with the notation:

Definition. A function f (x) on [a, b] is called integrable if

Theorem. If f (x) is
(or )

then f (x) is integrable, i.e.
∫ b

a
f (x) dx exists.
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§5.2 THE DEFINITE INTEGRAL

Example. Write an expression for the exact area under the curve y = 5x+x2

on the interval [3, 10].
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§5.2 THE DEFINITE INTEGRAL

Example. Express the limit as a definite integral:

lim
n→∞

n∑
i=1

√
2 + x∗i ∆x

on the interval [3, 5].

A.
∫ 5

3

√
x dx

B.
∫ 5

3

√
x x

C.
∫ 5

3

√

2 + x

D.
∫ 5

3

√

2 + x dx

E.
∫ 5

3

√

2 + x x dx
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§5.2 THE DEFINITE INTEGRAL

Example. Express the limit as a definite integral: lim
n→∞

n∑
i=1

1
4 + 3i

n

·
3
n

.

A.
∫ 7

4

1
x

dx

B.
∫ 3

0

1
4 + x

dx

C.
∫ 3

0

x
4 + x

dx

D.
∫ 1

0

1
4 + 3x

dx
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§5.2 THE DEFINITE INTEGRAL

Note. If f (x) is a positive function on (a, b) (i.e. f (x) > 0 on (a, b)), then∫ b

a
f (x) dx represents:

Note. If f (x) is a negative function on (a, b) (i.e. f (x) < 0 on (a, b)), then∫ b

a
f (x) dx represents:

Note. If f (x) is both positive and negative on (a, b), then
∫ b

a
f (x) dx repre-

sents:
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§5.2 THE DEFINITE INTEGRAL

Note. If f (x) is both positive and negative on (a, b), then
∫ b

a
| f (x)| dx rep-

resents:

Extra Example. Use the graph to find
∫ 7

2
f (x) dx and

∫ 7

2
| f (x)| dx
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§5.2 THE DEFINITE INTEGRAL

Properties of Integrals

Explain the following properties in terms of area or in terms of Riemann
sums.

1.
∫ a

a
f (x) dx = 0

2.
∫ a

b
f (x) dx = −

∫ b

a
f (x) dx
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§5.2 THE DEFINITE INTEGRAL

3.
∫ b

a
f (x) dx =

∫ c

a
f (x) dx +

∫ b

c
f (x) dx

4.
∫ b

a
c f (x) dx = c

∫ b

a
f (x) dx

5.
∫ b

a
f (x) + g(x) dx =

∫ b

a
f (x) dx +

∫ b

a
g(x) dx
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§5.2 THE DEFINITE INTEGRAL

Example. Use properties of integrals, graphs, and familiar geometry for-
mulas to evaluate

∫ 2

−2
3x +

√

4 − x2 dx.
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§5.2 THE DEFINITE INTEGRAL

Extra Example. If
∫ 5

1
f (x) dx = 7 and

∫ 5

3
f (x) dx = 4, what is

∫ 3

1
2 f (x) dx?
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§5.2 THE DEFINITE INTEGRAL

Extra Example. Evaluate
∫ b

a 2x dx using the definition of integral.
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§5.3 THE FUNDAMENTAL THEOREM OF CALCULUS

§5.3 The Fundamental Theorem of Calculus

After completing this section, students should be able to:

• State both parts of the Fundamental Theorem of Calculus.

• Use the Fundamental Theorem of Calculus to compute definite and
indefinite integrals by taking antiderivatives.

• Use the Fundamental Theorem of Calculus to compute derivatives of

integrals: that is, to compute expressions of the form
∫ x

2

√

1 + t2 dt or∫ 2

x

√

1 + t2 dt.

• Use the Fundamental Theorem of Calculus and the Chain Rule to

compute expressions of the form
∫ sin(x)

2

√

1 + t2 dt.
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§5.3 THE FUNDAMENTAL THEOREM OF CALCULUS

Example. Suppose f (x) has the graph shown, and let g(x) =

∫ x

1
f (t) dt.

Find:
g(1) =

g(2) =

g(3) =

g(4) =

.
g(5) =

g(6) =

g(7) =

g(0) =
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§5.3 THE FUNDAMENTAL THEOREM OF CALCULUS

Theorem. (Fundamental Theorem of Calculus, Part 1) If f (x) is continuous on
[a, b] then for a ≤ x ≤ b the function

g(x) =

∫ x

a
f (t) dt

is continuous on [a, b] and differentiable on (a, b) and

g′(x) =
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§5.3 THE FUNDAMENTAL THEOREM OF CALCULUS

Example. Find

1. d
dx

∫ x

5

√

t2 + 3 dt

2. d
dx

∫ x

4

√

t2 + 3 dt

3. d
dx

∫ 4

x

√

t2 + 3 dt

4. d
dx

∫ sin(x)

4

√

t2 + 3 dt
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§5.3 THE FUNDAMENTAL THEOREM OF CALCULUS

Theorem. (Fundamental Theorem of Calculus, Part 2) If f is continuous on
[a, b], then ∫ b

a
f (x) dx =
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§5.3 THE FUNDAMENTAL THEOREM OF CALCULUS

Example. Find
∫
−5

−1
3x2
−

4
x dx
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§5.3 THE FUNDAMENTAL THEOREM OF CALCULUS

Example. Find
∫ 4

1
y2
−y+1
√

y dy

END OF VIDEOS
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§5.3 THE FUNDAMENTAL THEOREM OF CALCULUS

Review. In your own words (no equations) what does the Fundamental
Theorem of Calculus say?

Theorem. (Fundamental Theorem of Calculus, Part 1)

Theorem. (Fundamental Theorem of Calculus, Part 2)
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§5.3 THE FUNDAMENTAL THEOREM OF CALCULUS

Fundamental Theorem of Calculus Part 2

Example. Compute
∫ 2

0
x3 dx.

Example. Compute
∫
−1

−2
y3+3y−2

y2 dy
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§5.3 THE FUNDAMENTAL THEOREM OF CALCULUS

Example. Find
∫ 1

0
ex + xe dx
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§5.3 THE FUNDAMENTAL THEOREM OF CALCULUS

Fundamental Theorem of Calculus Part 1

Example. Find d
dx

∫ x

1
t3 dt

Example. Find d
dx

∫ 5

x t3 dt
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§5.3 THE FUNDAMENTAL THEOREM OF CALCULUS

Example. Find d
dx

∫ ln(x)

1
t3 dt
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§5.3 THE FUNDAMENTAL THEOREM OF CALCULUS

Example.

C(x) =

∫ x

0
cos

(
t2
)

dt

and

S(x) =

∫ x

0
sin

(
t2
)

dt

are the Fresnel integrals, used in optics and in highway and roller coaster
design.
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§5.3 THE FUNDAMENTAL THEOREM OF CALCULUS

Example. Find

1. d
dx

∫ x

0
sin(t2) dt

2. d
dx

∫ x3

0
sin(t2) dt

3. d
dx

∫ x3

x sin(t2) dt
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§5.3 THE FUNDAMENTAL THEOREM OF CALCULUS

Example. The function f (x) is graphed below. Let g(x) =
∫ x

2
f (t) dt. Where

will g(x) be increasing? Concave up? Have a local max?
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§5.3 THE FUNDAMENTAL THEOREM OF CALCULUS

Question. Does every continuous function have an antiderivative?
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§5.4 AVERAGE VALUE OF A FUNCTION, WORKING WITH INTEGRALS

§5.4 Average Value of a Function, Working with Integrals

After completing this section, students should be able to:

• Compute the average value of a function.

• Explain on an intuitive level how the expression for the average value
of the function corresponds to the expression for the average of a list
of numbers.

• State the Mean Value Theorem for Integrals.

• Verfiy the Mean Value Theorem for Integrals by computing the average
value of a function and showing that the function achieves its average
value.

• Use the Mean Value Theorem to show that a function must achieve a
certain value.

• Compute integrals by using the facts that
∫ a

−a
f (x) dx = 0 if f (x) is odd

and
∫ a

−a
f (x) dx = 2

∫ a

0
f (x) dx if f (x) is even.
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§5.4 AVERAGE VALUE OF A FUNCTION, WORKING WITH INTEGRALS

• Interpret integrals of rates of change as net change.

• Compute displacement and distance traveled by integrating velocity
and speed.
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§5.4 AVERAGE VALUE OF A FUNCTION, WORKING WITH INTEGRALS

To find the average of a list of numbers q1, q2, q3, . . . , qn, we sum the num-
bers and divide by n:

For a continuous function f (x) on an interval [a, b], we could estimate the
average value of the function by sampling it at a bunch of evenly spaced
x-values c1, c2, . . . , cn, which are spaced ∆x apart:

average ≈

The approximation gets better as n→∞, so we can define

average = lim
n→∞
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§5.4 AVERAGE VALUE OF A FUNCTION, WORKING WITH INTEGRALS

The resulting formula is analogous to the formula for an average of a list
of numbers, since taking an integral is analogous to , and dividing
by the length of the interval b − a is analogous to dividing by .

Example. Find the average value of the function g(x) =
1

1 − 5x
on the in-

terval [2, 5].

Is there a number c in the interval [2, 5] for which g(c) equals its average
value? If so, find all such numbers c. If not, explain why not.
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§5.4 AVERAGE VALUE OF A FUNCTION, WORKING WITH INTEGRALS

Question. Does a function always achieve its average value on an interval?

Theorem. (Mean Value Theorem for Integrals) For a continuous function f (x) on

an interval [a, b], there is a number c with a ≤ c ≤ b such that f (c) =

∫ b

a f (x)dx

b − a
.

Proof:
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§5.4 AVERAGE VALUE OF A FUNCTION, WORKING WITH INTEGRALS

Review. The average value of a function f (x) on the interval [a, b] is defined
as:

and the Mean Value Theorem for Integrals says that:
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§5.4 AVERAGE VALUE OF A FUNCTION, WORKING WITH INTEGRALS

Example. For the function f (x) = sin(x),

a) Find its average value on the interval [0, π].

b) Find any values c for which f (c) = fave. Give your answer(s) in decimal
form.

c) Graph the curve f (x) = sin(x) and on your graph draw a rectangle of
area equal to the area under the curve from 0 to π.
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§5.4 AVERAGE VALUE OF A FUNCTION, WORKING WITH INTEGRALS

Example. Suppose g(x) is a continuous function and
∫ 5

2
g(x) dx = 12.

Which of the following are necessarily true?

A. For some number x between 2 and 5, g(x) = 3.

B. For some number x between 2 and 5, g(x) = 4.

C. For some number x between 2 and 5, g(x) = 5.

D. All of these are necessarily true.

E. None of these are necessarily true.
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§5.4 AVERAGE VALUE OF A FUNCTION, WORKING WITH INTEGRALS

Extra Example. The temperature on a July day starts at 60◦ at 8 A.M., and
rises (without ever falling) to 96◦ at 8 P.M.

1. Why can’t you say with certainty that the average temperature be-
tween 8 A.M. and 8 P.M. was 78◦?

2. What can you say about the average temperature during this 12-hour
period?

3. Suppose you also know that the average temperature during this
period was 84◦. Is it possible that the temperature was 80◦ at 6 P.M.?
At 4 P.M.?
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§5.4 AVERAGE VALUE OF A FUNCTION, WORKING WITH INTEGRALS

Even and Odd

Example. Find:
∫ 1

−1
sin(5x) dx

∫ 1

−1
cos(5x) dx

• If f (x) is an ODD function, then
∫ a

−a
f (x) dx =

• If f (x) is an EVEN function, then
∫ a

−a
f (x) dx =

Extra Example. Find:
∫ 1

−1
x2 sin(4x3) dx
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§5.4 AVERAGE VALUE OF A FUNCTION, WORKING WITH INTEGRALS

Working with Integrals

Recall: A definite integral is an integral of the form

Definition. An indefinite integral is written:

and means

Example. 1.
∫ 2π

π
sin(x) dx =

2.
∫

sin(x) dx =
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§5.4 AVERAGE VALUE OF A FUNCTION, WORKING WITH INTEGRALS

Question. What is
d

dx

∫ 1

0

1
1 + t2 dt?

Moral:

Question. True or False:
∫

cos3(x) dx = sin(x) − 1
3 sin3(x) + C

Moral:
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§5.4 AVERAGE VALUE OF A FUNCTION, WORKING WITH INTEGRALS

Interpreting Integrals

Example. If g(x) is the rate of change at which water flows into a reservoir
in cubic feet per minute, and x is time in minutes, then give the units and
interpret the following.

A. ∆x = 2

B. g(x∗3) = 10

C. g(x∗5) = −20

D. g(x∗5)∆x = −40

E.
∑n

i=1 g(x∗i )∆x = −30

F.
∫ 20

10
g(x) dx = −30.5
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§5.4 AVERAGE VALUE OF A FUNCTION, WORKING WITH INTEGRALS

Theorem. (The Net Change Theorem) The integral of a rate of change represents:

Example. If v(t) is the velocity of a bicycle at time t in miles per hour, and
t is time in hours, then give units and interpret the following.

A.
∫ 7

3
v(t) dt = 1

B.
∫ 7

3
|v(t)| dt = 1
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§5.4 AVERAGE VALUE OF A FUNCTION, WORKING WITH INTEGRALS

Example. The velocity function for a particle is given by v(t) = t2
− 2t − 3.

1. Find the displacement of the particle between time t = 1 and t = 4.

2. Find the total distance traveled between t = 1 and t = 4.
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§5.4 AVERAGE VALUE OF A FUNCTION, WORKING WITH INTEGRALS

Extra Example. Let

v(t) =


t if 0 ≤ t ≤ 2
4 − t if 2 < t ≤ 6
−2 if 6 < t ≤ 8

.

be the velocity function (in mm/sec) for an ant crawling along the edge of
a horizontal ruler. Crawling to the right is the positive direction of travel.

1. Sketch the graph of v.

2. At what time does the bug turn around to begin crawling in the neg-
ative direction of travel?

3. At time 4, the bug has crawled a distance of D4 = .

4. At time 8, the bug has crawled a distance of D8 = .

5. At time 8, the bug is units to the (choose one) RIGHT LEFT
of its starting point (the location at time 0).
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§5.5 THE SUBSTITUTION METHOD

§5.5 The Substitution Method

After completing this section, students should be able to:

• Perform u-substitution to evaluate an indefinite or definite integral
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§5.5 THE SUBSTITUTION METHOD

Example. Find
∫

2x sin(x2) dx
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§5.5 THE SUBSTITUTION METHOD

Example. Evaluate
∫

x
1+3x2 dx

Example.
∫

e7x dx
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§5.5 THE SUBSTITUTION METHOD

Substitution with Definite Integrals

Example.
∫ e2

e
ln(x)

x dx
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§5.5 THE SUBSTITUTION METHOD

Why does the substitution method work?

END OF VIDEO
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§5.5 THE SUBSTITUTION METHOD

Example. Use substitution to find:
∫

sin2(5x) cos(5x) dx
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§5.5 THE SUBSTITUTION METHOD

Example.
∫

x4
√

1 + x5 dx

Example.
∫

tan3 t sec2 t dt

Example.
∫

e5−3x dx
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§5.5 THE SUBSTITUTION METHOD

Substitution with Definite Integrals

Example.
∫ 1/4

0
cos(−2πt) dt
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§5.5 THE SUBSTITUTION METHOD

Example.
∫ 8

5
x

4−x2 dx
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§5.5 THE SUBSTITUTION METHOD

Example.
∫

arctan(x)
1+x2 dx

Example.
∫

tan(7x) dx

Example.
∫

e
√

x
√

x
dx
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§5.5 THE SUBSTITUTION METHOD

Tricky problem:

Example.
∫

x3
√

1 − x2 dx
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§5.5 THE SUBSTITUTION METHOD

Another tricky problem:

Example.
∫ √2/2

0
x

√

1−x4
dx
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§5.5 THE SUBSTITUTION METHOD

A third tricky problem:

Example.
∫

(1 + x2)x3 dx
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FINAL EXAM REVIEW

Final Exam Review

Question. True or False: If v(t) = 4−6x, then the distance traveled between

time 0 and time 1 is
∫ 1

0
4 − 6t dt.

Question. True or False: If f ′(x) = 2−3x
x3 , then the only place where f can

change from increasing to decreasing or vice versa is at x = 2
3.

Question. True or False:
d

dx

∫ x2

0

√
cos(t + 1) dt

 =
√

cos(x2 + 1)
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FINAL EXAM REVIEW

Question. True or False: If you write the answer to
∫

1
x

dx as ln(x), you

will get full credit on the exam.

Question. True or False: The graph of f (x) =
x2
− 16

x2 − 8x + 16
has a hole at

x = 4.

Question. True of False: When finding the maximum value of a differen-
tiable function f (x) on a closed interval, you need to plug the endpoints
and the critical points into the derivative f ′(x) and compare values.
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FINAL EXAM REVIEW

Question. True of False: u-substitution is the best method for computing∫
(1 − x2)x3 dx.

Question. True of False
∫ 6

3

√
x dx =

√
(6) −

√
(3)

Question. True or False: When solving a differential equation (like y′ = ex),
if the initial condition is y(0) = 5, then the constant C is 5.
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FINAL EXAM REVIEW

What to do in the face of a limit
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